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In this work, we demonstrate three original all-ber ring congurations of passively mode-
locked Thulium-doped ber(TDF) lasers operated around 2m wavelength for which the us-
age of free-space optics components is minimized. Dierent mode-locking techniques/materi-
als e.g. nonlinear polarization evolution (NPE), graphene-based saturable asbsorbers(GSAs)
and single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are developed and used to passively mode lock
TDF laser and produce ultrashort pulses at 2m. Also to achieve higher pulse energy di-
rectly from a ber oscillator, the net intra-cavity dispersion is managed by the introducing
of normal dispersion ber(NDF) at 2m into the ber cavity. Both the sign and amount
of the net cavity dispersion can be controlled without compromising the merits of all-ber
conguration. Distinctive ultrashort pulses of dierent pulse shapes and per-pulse energies
e.g. solitons, noise-like pulses and dissipative solitons are produced from these ber lasers
for which the generated pulses' features and dynamics are experimentally investigated and
characterized. A computational model is built to simulate these mode-locked TDF lasers by
numerically solving the Nonlinear Schr}odinger Equations(NLSE).
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Shortly after Th. Maiman invented the rst working laser in 1960s[5], scientists demonstrated
that very short optical pulses (< 1ns) could be generated using laser cavity mode locking
processes. Since then this research eld of ultrafast lasers has drawn extensive interests. So
far various mode locking techniques have been developed over the years, such as Kerr Lens
Mode-locking(KLM), NPE and dierent saturable absorbers(SAs) that enable the generation
of ultrashort pulse laser systems with various outputs. Meanwhile ultrafast pulse lasers have
also allowed us a powerful tool to directly observe some of the fastest processes in nature and
closely study matters under extreme physical conditions. Upto now two Nobel prizes have
been rewarded to ultrafast optics related researches: the observation of molecules' transition
states[6]and optical frequency combs for metrology[7]. Nevertheless, ultrafast lasers and
techniques do not only stay in laboratory but also have also found their roles in many
industrial areas, for example precision laser machining [8, 9, 10], optical sensing [11, 12] and
medical surgeries[12, 13].
Of various forms of mode-locked laser systems, mode-locked ber laser has a place and
shows many exclusive advantages over the other forms of lasers. The use of optical ber as
the laser medium enables laser system designs that are compact, more rugged and of lower
cost as compared with mode-locked dye laser and solid state laser systems. With the advent
of optical ber, mode-locking of laser light within ber promised compact, low cost ultrashort
pulse laser laser system designs and as a result, been the subject of much research over the
last 15 years. As new specialty optical ber becomes available, research and development
to apply that ber for new wavelengths is required to develop new ultrafast ber laser with
wavelength outputs capable for new or improved industrial and medical applications e.g.
TDF laser with emission at 1.93m.
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1.1 MODE-LOCKED FIBER LASERS
Solid-state and dye lasers with continuous wave(CW), Q-switched or mode-locked pulsed
output have been widely used in industrial and research areas. Nowadays solid-state and
dye lasers are still the preferred choice and dominating in many applications in term of their
merits such as maturity, long-term stability and high output power. However these lasers
also have shown their limitations, for example most of solid-state and dye lasers are bulky in
size, need precise alignment/realignment and require stable operational environments which
strictly limit their use for occasions where more-compact, user-friendly, and eld-rugged laser
system are needed.
Optical ber systems rely on the principal of total internal reection for which light is
conned and propagated in the ber's core area where the refractive index is slightly higher
than that of the surrounding cladding layer. Motivated by the needs from the communication
industry, low loss silica-hosted and other specialty bers have been available and the fabri-
cation of these bers has become a mature technology[14], which signicantly extends ber's
applications for which ber laser is one of them. Fiber laser is a laser system that deploys
an optical ber doped with rare-earth elements as the active gain medium. For dierent
dopants and host materials, ber laser ampliers can operate at various wavelengths, for ex-
ample 1.06m from ytterbium in silica, 1.3m from praseodymium in silicon uoride, 1.5m
from erbium in silica and 1.95m from thulium in silica. Usually the amplication band-
width of these rare earth doped bers is broad, varying from tens of nanometers to several
hundred nanometers, which makes them great gain media for broad bandwidth ultrashort
pulse generation via mode locking at various wavelengths. So far dierent mode-locking
techniques like NPE, semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors(SESAMs), GSAs and SWC-
NTs have been successfully applied and passively mode-locked ber lasers for short pulse
generation[15, 3]. These ber systems oer many desired advantages that the bulk solid-
state systems and other forms of lasers do not take, as they are more compact, economical
in cost and require minimal maintenance. Moreover, the guiding property of ber systems
allows us to easily integrate ber lasers with many in-ber devices e.g. ber gratings and
ber couplers and minimize the usage of bulk optic components which makes them more
2
attractive. Also ber lasers can deliver excellent beam quality, and it has been shown that
based on single-mode bers, the output beam quality can closely approach that value of a
diraction-limited Gaussian beam(M2 = 1).
However common mode-locked ber laser systems still trail behind the solid-state sys-
tems if taking a look at some key performance parameters e.g. pulse energy, pulse duration,
pulse jittering and peak power, which are mainly due to the excessive unwanted nonlinear-
ity accumulated as light propagates in ber. Very recently, combining with the progress of
high power pump diodes, the development of large mode area(LMA) and photonic crystal
bers(PCFs) and the involvement of intra-cavity dispersion and nonlinearity control tech-
nology, mode-locked ber lasers are able to produce short pulses with pulse energy on par
with that of those solid-state lasers [16, 17]. Thus for the st time, high power mode-locked
ber lasers draw more-than-ever practical interests from both research and industrial elds.
1.2 2m LIGHT SOURCES
Dierent applications need dierent lasers operated with dierent output wavelength. Par-
tiularly, laser lights with wavelength around 2m are of great practical importance for many
applications. For example, 2m wavelength is within the "eye-safe" windows. Light around
2m will be strongly absorbed in the vitreous humor and can hardly reach and harm the
retina. So these 2m laser systems are ideal for applications in Light Detection and Rang-
ing(LIDAR) systems where eye safety is of much concern. Also many atmospheric gasses
(e.g. CO2,H2O,NH3,N2O) exhibit characteristic absorption lines around 2m, so 2m lasers
are valuable for high-resolution chemical sensing and gas detection. Moreover, 2m lasers
also nd their roles in many medical applications. For example, due to 2m's high absorp-
tion in water and the resulted minimal penetration in human tissues, 2m lasers have been
widely employed for precise laser surgery and cell ablation [18, 19].
Various forms of lasers exist with radiation wavelength around 2m. The most com-
monly used lasing media at 2m are GsSb-based semiconductors, Tm3+ and/or Ho3+ doped
crystals(e.g. Ho:YLF, Tm:YAG), and Tm3+ and/or Ho3+ doped silica bers. Pulsed out-
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puts by mode-locking and Q-switching have also been produced and reported from these
laser systems[20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. In addition, ultrashort pulsed light around 2m can also
be indirectly produced via nonlinear conversions from optical parametric oscillator and su-
percontinuum generation with mode-locked high power Ti:Sapphire or Erbium-doped ber
laser as the pump light. If a comparison is made between these 2mlasers as listed above,
we might easily nd TDF lasers have many advantages over the others. For example, the
Tm3+ ions in hosts like silica can be directly excited with the maturely developed EDFAs
at 1.55m in order to preserve an all-ber conguration. The ber lasers also yield a better
beam quality than the crystal ones and the gain bandwidth is smooth and broad (200nm
Tm in silica), which makes TDF even more attractive for mode-locked short pulse generation.
1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THESIS
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 is to introduce some main properties
of optical bers like dispersion and nonlinearity; and the methods and results we used for
ber dispersion measurement are also going to be shown in this chapter. Chapter 3 is the
computational modeling and numerical simulation of mode-locked ber laser. Chapters 4,
5 and 6 include the experimental realizations and results of mode-locked TDF lasers by
NPE, optically deposited GSA and SWCNTs SA, which are divided into several sections.
Comparison with the numerical simulation is also going to be included. Chapter 7 is the
conclusion and the overlook for future work. The last part of this thesis lists the appendices.
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2.0 PROPERTIES OF OPTICAL FIBERS
Optical bers function as light waveguide. Based on the total internal reection principal,
light wave is tightly conned in the ber's core area and transmitted between ber's two ends
whose refractive index is slightly greater than that of the surrounding cladding medium. In
1965, Charles K. Kao and George A. Hockham rstly proposed the idea that the attenuation
in optical bers could be reduced below 20dB=km, and made bers a practical medium for
long distance communication and many other applications[25]. Today optical bers with
low transmittance loss e.g. < 0:2dB=km can be mass-produced by using maturely developed
manufacturing processes and these bers have been widely applied into communication and
many other related elds.
This chapter talks about the behaviors of 2m light when traveling in single mode silica
ber. As light is conned and propagating in ber, some characteristic properties of the
bers at 2m such as dispersion and nonlinearity, need to be addressed with priority as
for 2m thulium ber laser building. The upcoming sections are going to introduce some
characteristic parameters of optical bers e.g. dispersion, nonlinearity, birefringence, etc and
demonstrate the methods we utilized to characterize and evaluate these parameters at 2m.
The absorption and emission properties of dierent rare-earth doped active gain bers are
also going to be covered.
2.1 PASSIVE SINGLE MODE FIBER
Optical bers are the fundamental elements for the building of ber lasers. Figure 2.1 is
the scheme of step-index ber, which consists of ber core at the center surrounded by the
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cladding layer. The refractive index of the ber core is normally slightly higher than that of
the surrounding cladding, so based on the principal of total internal reection, light can be
majorly conned in the core area and propagate along the ber. Two important parameters
are commonly used to characterize the step-index ber: one is numerical aperture(NA) as
dened in Equation 2.1
NA 
q
n2core   n2clad (2.1)
where ncore and nclad are the refractive indices of the core and cladding respectively; the
other parameter is called V number dened as
V  k0a
q
n2core   n2clad = k0aNA (2.2)
where k0 = 2=,  is the wavelength and a is the core radius. When V < 2:405, the single
mode condition is satised and only one transverse mode(LP01 mode) can be supported in
ber, and the ber is called single mode ber. We might notice the single mode condition
actually depends on the light's wavelength as the expression of V number contains wavelength
 in the denominator. For a specically designed step-index ber whose NA and core radius
are decided, there is a wavelength cutoff for which V = 2:405, and this wavelength cutoff
is so-called cuto wavelength. Above this wavelength( > cutoff ), only one transverse
mode can be supported in ber while a few transverse modes exist if the transmitted light's
wavelength is smaller than the cuto wavelength. The eective index neff that the conned
light experiences when traveling in the ber is in between ncore and nclad(nclad < neff < ncore),
which depends the used materials for ber fabrication and the index prole of the ber.
Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of step-index ber(false scale).
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Motivated by the needs from the modern communication industry, nowadays low loss
silica-hosted and other specialty bers have been commercially available and the fabrication
of these bers has become a mature technology, for example the loss of the most common
single mode ber today is 0:2dB=km at the widely used 1.55m telecommunication band
and the OH-ion absorption and Rayleigh scattering resulted from the fabrication impurity
and glass density uctuation are considered as two major contributors to this loss[26].
Besides transmittance loss, dispersions and nonlinearity of the constructing bers also
play important roles in the operation of mode-locked ber lasers. These dispersions include
chromatic dispersion and polarization-mode dispersion. For the design of mode-locked ber
lasers, knowledge and information about the dispersions and nonlinearity of the constructing
bers are very necessary. However at TDF ber laser 2m emission band, these important
parameters for most commercially available bers are either unknown or not released by
the manufacturers because 2m band is yet relatively new compared with other bands like
1.06m, 1.3m and 1.55m. So there is a need to address methods and set up experiments
to measure and characterize these parameters at 2m.
2.1.1 Chromatic dispersion of single-mode ber
When light travels in single-mode bers or actually any other kind of waveguide, light compo-
nents of dierent frequencies might interact dierently with the surrounding optical medium.
This property is referred as the medium's chromatic dispersion and manifests through the
fact that medium's eective refractive index neff varies as a function n(!) about light fre-
quency !. Or simple to say, light of dierent wavelengths travels with dierent velocity
c=n() and c is the speed of light in vacuum. Mathematically for a wavelength dispersive
single-mode ber, the propagation constant  can be approximated by expanding in Tayler
series about the center frequency !0 as the following:
(!)  neff (!)!
c
= 0 + 1(!   !0) + 1
2
2(!   !0)2 + 1
6
3(!   !0)3 +    (2.3)
where
m = (
dm
d!m
)!=!0 (m = 0; 1; 2; : : :) (2.4)
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Particularly, the rst three coecients of the Taylor expansion can be expressed in terms of
the ber's eective refractive index and its derivatives about frequency ! as
1 =
1
vg
=
ng
c
=
1
c
(n+ !
dn
d!
)!=!0 (2.5)
2 =
1
c
(2
dn
d!
+ !
d2n
d!2
)!=!0 (2.6)
3 =
1
c
(3
d2n
d!2
+ !
d3n
d!3
)!=!0 (2.7)
Like demonstrated, 1 is the inverse of the group velocity that is the speed the pulse or wave
pocket moves with in the ber and ng is called group index. 2 as the derivative of 1 about
frequency ! is termed as the ground velocity dispersion(GVD) or second order dispersion
which is responsible for the pulse broadening in time domain while light propagates in ber
and 3 is called third order dispersion(TOD). The GVD parameter 2 is usually given in unit
of ps2=km. Conventionally the second order dispersion is simply called dispersion for short.
In this thesis, dispersion means second order dispresion/GVD if no order is specied. Another
commonly used measure of GVD parameter D is dened as d1=d, of unit ps=nm=km and
the relation of these two dierent measures of 2 are
D =
d1
d
=  2c
2
2 =  
c
d2n
d2
(2.8)
For a single-mode ber, if its chromatic dispersion GVD 2 is greater than zero (D is nega-
tive), we say this ber takes normal dispersion, for which light of longer wavelength travels
faster than light of shorter wavelength in the ber(e.g. red light travels faster than the
blue light). If 2 is negative (D is positive), the ber takes anomalous dispersion. Fiber's
dispersion is very important for the design of mode-locked ber laser, as it decides pulse's
evolution and broadening during its propagation even under circumstances when the pulse
intensity is small and the nonlinear eects are not signicant.
For single-mode ber, its eective refractive index neff mainly depends the used fabri-
cation materials and ber's geometry which includes ber's index prole and contrast. As
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a result, ber's chromatic GVD can be deduced and considered as the sum of two terms:
material's chromatic dispersion and designed waveguide chromatic dispersion [27].
For the material GVD part, the refractive index n(!) can be well approximated by the
Sellmeier equation [28]
n2(!) = 1 +
mX
j=1
Bj
2
2   C2j
 1 + B1
2
2   C21
+
B2
2
2   C22
+
B3
2
2   C23
(2.9)
For un-doped fused bulk silica, B1 = 0:6961663, B2 = 0:4079426, B3 = 0:8974794, C1 =
0:0684043, C2 = 0:1162414 and C3 = 9:896161, where the wavelength  is in micrometers.
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Figure 2.2: Refractive index n(solid) and group index ng(dashed) versus wavelength for fused
silica.
Figure 2.2 shows refractive index and group index of un-doped fused silica versus wave-
length from 0.5 to 2m. Figure 2.3 is the plot of the material GVD versus wavelength from 1.1
to 2m for un-doped fused silica. The material's zero dispersion is located around 1.27m,
and at 1.9m the material's dispersion is anomalous and its value is about -87ps2=km. During
the process of fabrication, ber core area is added with dopant ions like Germanium in order
to increase its refractive index, and this results the ber's material chromatic GVD curve to
slightly shift toward the longer wavelength and alters its zero dispersion wavelength(ZDW)
to 1.3m.
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Figure 2.3: Material dispersion(GVD) versus wavelength for fused silica.
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Figure 2.4: Eective refractive index as function of V number at the LP01 mode. The ber
parameters are a = 4:1m;NA = 0:13.
Besides material dispersion, another major contributor to ber's chromatic GVD is
waveguide dispersion. For step index single mode ber, waveguide dispersion becomes sig-
nicant if ber has small core size (e.g. a < 3m) and large index contrast between the core
and cladding(e.g. 4n > 0:01). Figure 2.4 shows the waveguide eective index versus the V
number for a standard step-index single mode ber with core size a = 4:1m and NA = 0:13
at the fundamental LP01 mode by solving the eld equations[29], where we assume the ber is
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Figure 2.5: Fiber total GVD(solid) as the sum of material GVD(dashed) and waveguide
GVD(dotted) at the LP01 mode. The ber parameters are a = 4:1m;NA = 0:13.
transmittance loss free at all wavelength. The material dispersion, waveguide dispersion and
the total chromatic dispersion as the sum of these two are demonstrated in Figure 2.5. Note
the waveguide dispersion is always normal, and it can thus be used to cancel the anomalous
GVD from material's one at certain wavelength range. Also it has been reported that by
dramatically reducing ber's core size, increasing the index contrast between ber's core and
cladding areas while preserving the single-mode condition, large normal waveguide dispersion
can be generated. By using this ber design method, the ber's total chromatic GVD can be
engineered and compensated at wavelength where ber's material GVD is anomalous [30].
In comparison, Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 show the waveguide dispersion for two bers with
dierent diameters and NA and both of them have the single mode cuto around 1.35m. It
can be seen that by reducing ber core diameter from 8.2m to 2.2m and increasing the NA
from 0.13 to 0.48, ten times normal dispersion is generated. Discussion will be given in the
following chapters that bers of normal dispersion are of great importance for mode-locked
ber laser, especially for mode-locked ber laser of large pulse energy.
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Figure 2.6: Fiber waveguide GVD at the LP01 mode. The ber parameters are a = 4:1m;NA =
0:13.
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Figure 2.7: Fiber waveguide GVD at the LP01 mode. The ber parameters are a = 1:1m;NA =
0:48.
2.1.2 Chromatic dispersion measurement
Various methods and techniques have been developed for waveguide and ber GVD mea-
surement that include time-of-ight method, deferential phase shift measurement, white-light
interferometry and mode-eld-diameter measurement[31]. However, some of these methods
are not practically applicable for ber GVD measurement at 2m wavelength, which is ei-
12
ther because the desired light source is not available or the cost of the required optical
characterization components are still prohibitive for most research groups.
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Figure 2.8: Broadband spontaneous emission of TDF.
To eectively measure ber GVD around 2m wavelength with adequate accuracy, we
employ a white-light interferometric method for which the broadband spontaneous emission
from TDF pumped by 1550nm EDFA is used as the white-light source. Figure 2.8 shows the
wide spontaneous emission spectrum from TDF, which starts from 1.7m and ends around
2m.
Figure 2.9 schemes the measurement setup. A 3-dB 2  2 ber coupler of equal-length
pigtails serves as a beam splitter which evenly split the incident light into two arms. One arm
of the interferometer is free space while the other is the ber under test (FUT). And both
arms are terminated with broadband end mirrors. FUT can be either butt coupled or fusion
spliced to the coupler's FUT arm. When white light is launched into the interferometer
through one port of the coupler, various wavelength components of the light will experience
dierent time delays as they propagate through the FUT due to the chromatic dispersion
of the FUT, and interference fringes are produced as they come back and recombine with
the reected light from the free space arm at the coupler again. The caused interference
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Figure 2.9: Scheme of setup for ber dispersion measurement at 1.9m.
fringes are registered by a spectrometer placed after the monitoring port. The spectrum of
the recombined beam can be written as
I(!) = jEair + EFUT j2  1 + cos(!) (2.10)
where Eair and EFUT present the electric elds of the free space arm and the FUT arm
respectively and (!) is the phase dierence of these two reected elds as the two arms
recombine. (!) can be expanded as
(!) = 0 + (1(!0)LFUT   Lair
c
)(
2c

  2c
0
)
+
1
2
2(!0)LFUT (
2c

  2c
0
)2 +
1
6
3(!0)LFUT (
2c

  2c
0
)3 +    (2.11)
where 2 and 3 are the second order and third order dispersion of the FUT and we consider
the free space reference arm as non-dispersive. As the incident TDF spontaneous emission
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is broad in spectrum and of weak coherence, when the optical lengths of the two arms are
matched and equalized, interferometric fringes of the recombined light will be addressed by
the monochromator. By tting the measured spectral interference fringes to Equation 2.11,
both the second order and third order dispersion of the FUT can be extracted.
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Figure 2.10: Interference fringes for NDF dispersion measurement around 1.9m. The dots show
the measurement data and the solid represents the curve tting results.
After tremendous search and measurement, a normal dispersion ber (NDF) around
1.9m is identied (NA=0.35, 2.2-m core diameter). Figure 2.10 shows the measured
interference patterns and the tting results. The sign of FUT's GVD is decided in this
way after seeing the interference fringes, if the fringes' center value moves towards longer
wavelength as the length of the free space reference arm slightly increases, the FUT takes
anomalous GVD; otherwise the GVD is normal. By using the white light interferometric
method, the dispersion of NDF is measured to be 2 = 93ps
2=km at 1.9m and the 3rd order
dispersion coecient is 3 = 0:15ps
3=km for which 1m long FUT in used. In comparison, the
dispersion coecient of single-mode ber SMF-28e from Corning around 1.9m is anomalous
and the value is measured as 2 =  67ps2=km and this value agrees with the reported ones
whereas [24]. Figure 2.11 is the interference patterns and the tting curve for SMF-28e
dispersion measurement at 1.9m.
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Figure 2.11: Interference fringes for SMF-28e dispersion measurement around 1.9m. The dots
show the measurement data and the solid represents the curve tting results.
2.1.3 Birefringent dispersion of single-mode ber
Besides dispersion, another ber's parameter that needs to be taken into consideration is
birefringence. Even for single-mode ber, there are two degenerate polarization modes that
are supported in the ber. Under ideal condition, for single mode-ber with perfect cylin-
drical symmetry and free of stress, these two degenerated modes are of exactly the same
propagation constant  and the polarization of incident beam will preserve its polarization
state as it travels through the ber. However for real bers, these two degenerated polariza-
tion states are usually of small dierent propagation constants as the result of the destructed
symmetry of the ber from the imperfect fabrication process and the signicance of this dif-
ference highly depends on the extent of the symmetrical destruction. This phenomena, two
degenerate polarizations states of dierent propagation constants in ber is called ber bire-
fringence or birefringent dispersion. Fiber birefringence causes light to alter its polarization
state as it propagates in ber.
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The strength of ber birefringence is measured by the refractive index dierence between
these two degenerate polarization modes:
Bm = jnx   nyj = jx   yj
k0
(2.12)
Another measure of this strength is called ber beat length, which is dened as
LB =
2
jx   yj =

Bm
(2.13)
For a give value of Bm, two orthogonal polarization states exchange their power in a periodic
manner as they propagate in ber, and the period is beat length LB as dened in 2.13.
Knowledge of the ber birefringent dispersion strength is also very meaningful, especially
for the design of mode-locked ber laser by NPE mechanism. The following section discusses
and presents the method we used to measure ber's birefringence.
2.1.4 Birefringent dispersion measurement
Like to characterize ber chromatic dispersion, numerous methods can be applied to measure
ber birefringent dispersion [32, 33, 34]. For us, a ber Sagnac loop interferometer by a
3-dB 2  2 ber coupler and a set-up as shown in Figure 2.12 are used to measure the
ber birefringence. Moreover by tracing birefringence change and response to environmental
transverse stress and bending experienced by the FUT, this set-up has been reported to
serve as a valuable optical ber sensor [35].
The principal of this birefringent dispersion measurement can be briefed as follows: ini-
tially the broadband light source is evenly coupled into the ber loop along clockwise and
counterclockwise directions through the 3dB ber coupler and when these two parts of
light recombine in the coupler,they will interfere and interference fringes are generated and
registered by the optical spectrum analyzer(OSA) if the ber loop exhibits birefringent dis-
persion. Jones matrices in linear polarization basis to present the ber loop along clockwise
and counterclockwise directions are written as:
MCW =
24A  B
B A
35 ; MCCW =
24 A  B
B A
35 (2.14)
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Figure 2.12: Sagnac interferometer by a 3-dB 2  2 ber coupler to measure and trace the bire-
fringence of FUT(PC: optional polarization controller)
If a linearly polarized light [ 10 ] is initially coupled into the ber loop, the light eld registered
by the OSA would be [ iIm(B)
0
] (note: there is =2 wavelength-independent phase delay
between the two split elds). Similarly if a linearly polarized light [ 01 ] is coupled into the
ber loop, the eld detected by OSA is [ 0iIm(B) ]. The output intensity through the OSA
port is thus the same for any polarization, and unpolarized light and majorly decided by
birefringence B of the included ber loop. Assuming the accumulated phase delay due to
linear birefringence of the ber loop is ', the light intensity addressed by the OSA port is then
I0 sin
2('=2). Since ' is wavelength dependent, it means dierent wavelength will experience
dierent phase shift and it is interference fringes over wavelength that is registered on the
OSA.
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Mathematically, the dierential phase between two polarized modes after propagating
through ber of length L is:
' =
2LBm()

(2.15)
then
d'
d
=
2L
2


dBm()
d
  Bm()

  2L
2
Bm(); if 
dBm()
d
 Bm() (2.16)
Set 4' =  2 as for two neighboring interference dips,
Bm =
2
4L (2.17)
Figure 2.13 shows the interference pattern for 75-cm Hi-Bi PM ber included in the above
Figure 2.13: Sagnac interference pattern for 75-cm Hi-Bi PM Fiber centered at 1550nm
mentioned Sagnac loop interferometer. The spectral dips are evenly separated by 3.58nm and
the birefringence for the Hi-Bi PM ber is calculated as 8:93 10 4 and the corresponding
beat length is 1.68mm at 1550nm or 2.17mm at 2m. The beat length of standard single-
mode ber SMF-28e is measured about 25 5m at 2m.
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2.1.5 Nonlinearity of ber
Besides linear dispersions as discussed above, another key property of ber is nonlinearity.
This part is presented in Section 3.2.2.
2.2 ACTIVE RARE EARTH DOPED FIBERS
This part is going to concisely talk about the active bers for which the ber core area
is doped with rare-earth ions and thus provides the needed gain to build a ber laser or
amplier. In particular, some properties like lasing transition and absorption and emission
spectra of the Thulium-doped silicate ber we use to build our mode-locked 2m ber lasers
are covered in this part.
2.2.1 Rare earth dopants in glass bers
Shortly after the invention of laser [5], scientists came up with the idea to host the gain
medium in the ber and thus made ber lasers. As ber lasers oer many valuable merits.
Dopants are added into the core of ber and provide the required optical gain for the am-
plier and these dopants are commonly ions of rare-earth elements like Erbium, Ytterbium,
Neodymium, Holmium, Praseodymium and Thulium. And the hosting materials are usually
various glasses such as silicate, uoride, tellurite, chalcogenide and others. Recently, with the
availability of low-loss bers and matured ber doping technology , signicant progress about
ber lasers has been made and reported in the past 30 years and ber lasers have become
more practical and attractive for both laboratorial research and industrial applications.
Rare-earth doped ber lasers provide gain to generate lasers at many important wave-
lengths, which depends on the selection of dopant and also host. For example, Erbium-doped
silicate ber lasers produce light at a wavelength near 1550nm, given proper optical pump
and they have been widely used as the signal carrier for long-distance high-speed telecommu-
nication, as the well-developed silicate glass bers exhibit the lowest loss near this Erbium's
emission wavelength.
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Table 2.1: Common rare-earth doped silicate bers and their typical pump and emission wavelength
in near-IR.
Ion in Silica pump(m) emission(m) Gain Bandwidth
Ytterbium(Yb+3) 089, 0.98 1.06 20
Erbium(Er+3) 0.98, 1.48 1.55 40
Thulium(Tm+3) 0.79, 1.55 1.93 200
Neodymium(Nd+3) 0.59, 0.79 1.06 20
Praseodymium(Pr+3) 0.59 1.06 20
Holmium(Ho+3) 0.46, 1.91 2.1 200
Table 2.1 lists the commonly used rare-earth doped silicate bers and their typical pump
and emission wavelengths in near-IR range. These rare-earth ions can also be solely doped
or co-doped in other sorts of glass. The chemical composition of the hosting glass also has
its signicant inuence on the performance of the fabricated active ber. First, the hosting
glass decides ber's transparency range and limits its application. For example, silicate ber's
transparency window starts from visible and terminates close to 2.4m[36], and beyond this
range, silicate ber exhibits strong absorption. Other hosting glasses need to be employed
e.g. uoride and chalcogenide if we want to extend ber's operation wavelength range into
mid-IR. Also the glass composition shows strong inuenc on the possible maximum dopant
concentration. For some glasses, the dopant ions can not be densely added without generated
excessive clusters and these excessive clusters would result unwanted quenching eect and
cause more propagation loss. Thirdly, the hosting glass also has its inuences on the optical
transitions of the rare earth ions, like the emission and absorption cross sections, absorption
and emission bandwidth, total transition rates and thus the meta-stable level lifetimes, etc.
In this thesis, the rare-earth doped bers (EDF, TDF, YDF) we used are all rare-earth ions
doped in silicate glass. Compared to other specialty glasses, the biggest advantage of silicate
bers is that they can be easily cleaved and spliced by using the commercially available
equipment.
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Figure 2.14: Energy levels diagram of Tm3+ in silica
2.2.2 Thulium doped silicate ber
Of various kinds of rare-earth ions doped active bers, thulium doped ber(TDF) has its
own unique energy transition lines. Figure 2.14 is the diagram of energy transitions of
thulium ions doped in silicated ber. The desired emission around 1:9m is produced
from the 3F4 ! 3H6 transition. The lifetime of the upper state 3F4 in silica was measured
and reported to be 5ms [?], which is comparable to erbium in silica 3I13=2 10ms life
time [37]. This relatively long lifetime means the dynamics of the gain saturation would not
signicantly aect mode-locked or even Q-switched ultra-short(< ns) pulse amplication.
The rst passively mode-locked silicate thulium ber ring laser was reported by Nelson and
et al in 1995 [24]. In his ber ring laser conguration, many free space components like
the isolator, wave plates and output couplers were involved in the cavity and a bulky and
high-cost Ti:Sapphire CW laser operated at 785nm was used as the pump, which actually
made this setup less economic and impractical for real applications.
The absorption spectrum of thulium in silica was also reported in Ref [38]. To excite
the 3F4 ! 3H6 laser transition, light sources at wavelength 790nm can be used as pump
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and yield higher conversion eciency because of the so called cross-relaxation process [39].
Besides 790nm, thulium in silica also shows strong absorption around 1:55m which is
located within silicate erbium ber emission range which also makes 1:55m EDFA a good
candidate as the pump source. The advantages of using 1:55m EDFAs as pump light are
obvious too. Firstly, high power EDFAs with single mode output have been well developed
and become a matured technology. Then, the merits of an all-ber system can be easily
preserved by selecting EDFAs as the pump, since at this wavelength many low-cost ber
parts like WDM and output couplers are commercially available now. Also 1:55m is eye-
safe and the actual laser builder or operator do not need to concern about the light pollution
from the pump light leakage. As shown in Section 2.1.2, Figure 2.8 is the spontaneous
emission spectrum from thulium silicate ber under 1:55m pump.
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3.0 MODELING OF MODE-LOCKED FIBER LASERS
The chapter is meant to derive the physics and equations that backup and govern the short
pulse generation via dierent mode-locking mechanisms in a passively mode locked ber
laser system. We start with the fundamental of lasers and mode-locking for short pulse
generation, and then discuss the electric magnetic wave equation in bers and the modeling
of pulse propagation and evolution in ber laser cavity by dierent mode-locking techniques.
In the end, a numerical simulator with graphical user interface is developed to simulate
passively mode-locked ultrashort pulse generation in ber cavity.
3.1 LASERS
Laser, standing for light amplication of stimulated emission of radiation, is a light source
which is capable of producing highly spatial and/or temporal coherent electromagnetic wave
via the process of optical amplication based on the stimulated photon emission within the
gain medium. The rst working laser was invented by Th. Maiman [5]. Ever since its birth,
lasers have signicantly changed the ways we see, we communicate, we measure and many
other aspects in our life.
3.1.1 Fundamentals of laser
To build a laser system, three fundamental parts are necessitated that include pump, gain
medium and laser cavity. Among these three key elements, the pump is the energy supplier
to keep the system running with continuous output, and for dierent types of lasers the form
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of the pump can be either electrical current or optical pump from a ash light or another
laser of dierent wavelength. The gain medium is a material with properties that allow it
to amplify light through stimulated emission process. Light of a specic wavelength that
passes through the gain medium is amplied and thus the intensity of light increases. The
laser cavity, usually consisting of two partial reectors with certain space between, provides
the optical feedback and selects the operational frequency. Figure 3.1 is the illustration
for an optically pumped laser, in which the green arrow stands for the pump light, and
the gain medium is sandwiched by two mirrors to construct a laser cavity. For a real laser
system additional parts, considerations and dedicated designs might be needed to meet the
practical output requirements. Figure 3.2 shows the light-atom interaction and stimulated
Figure 3.1: Scheme of an optically pumped laser with pump, gain medium and cavity
emission transition for a 3-level laser system. In quantum physics, the energy of an atom
display many discrete levels. In a 3-level laser, each atom in gain medium is able to stay
in any of three energy states E1, E2 and E3 (E1 < E2 < E3). There are a fast decay
between levels 3 and level 2 and a slow decay between level 2 and level 1 between these
levels. Initially, under thermal equilibrium most of the atoms will be in the ground state E1.
Then incident pump radiation of frequency !pump = (E3  E1)=h (green in Fig. 3.2) is used
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of spontaneous emission(left) and stimulated emission(right) in an optically
pumped 3-level laser.
to raise atoms from the level 1 to level 3. As the electron can not hold and stay at an excited
state forever, it rstly falls to lower excited level 2 via fast decay without light emission,
then the electron spontaneously falls back to ground state meanwhile a photon (red in Fig.
3.2) of energy E2   E1 and random phase is emitted. This process is called spontaneous
emission. Besides falling from level 2 to level 1 by spontaneous emission, electron can also
be stimulated and jump down from E2 to E1. In the gain medium, since there are millions
of ions and many ions can be of the same energy state, once the red photon generated in
the spontaneous emission as mentioned above interacts with another atom sitting on level
2, the second atom can be stimulated down to level 1 meanwhile one more red photon that
is identical in energy, phase, polarization and directivity to the rst red photon will be
produced as shown as the right part in Figure 3.2. In this process, a photon is emitted
into the mode of the incoming photon and the power of the incoming radiation is doubled.
This is call stimulated emission. Thanks to the feedback provided by the cavity mirrors,
when equilibrium reaches, the resulted photons in cavity will condense into the same state
and partial of these condensed photons are coupled out of the laser cavity through a output
coupler. This is how a laser works. Besides feedback, the cavity also plays role in the lasing
frequency selection. By applying the boundary condition that is the eld is none at the two
end bouncing surfaces, the modes of the light wavelength allowed in a linear cavity with
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optical length L is given as follows:
N =
2L
N
(3.1)
where N is an integer, standing for mode number. This selection rule can also be expressed
in terms of the angular frequency of the allowed modes as:
!N =
cN
L
(3.2)
Usually, the optical cavity is several centimeters to couple meters in length and the value of
N is as large as on the order of million and the interval between each mode is pretty small
if we convert it into nm or cm 1, so there could be several adjacent modes of !N which still
fall within the gain spectrum of the lasing medium.
A crucial physical dierence between linear and ring cavity geometries is that for the
ring resonator case, the phase matching condition is required at the end-facet junction,
forcing integer-wavelength boundary conditions within the cavity. Therefore, dierent from
Equation 3.1 and 3.2, the modes of the laser wavelength allowed in a ring cavity with optical
length L is given as follows:
N =
L
N
(3.3)
and the corresponding angular frequency of the allowed modes in a ring cavity is:
!N =
2cN
L
(3.4)
3.1.2 Short pulse generation from mode-locking
Fourier-Transform tells us purely continuous sinusoidal wave in time domain corresponds to
a single shot in frequency domain, while an ultrashort pulse like an ideal delta function in
time domain has uniform power distribution over the entire range of the frequency domain.
As discussed in 3.1.1, usually there exist a few adjacent frequency modes in the laser cavity,
and the angular frequency for each mode is expressed as 3.4. If these frequency modes
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Figure 3.3: Mode-locked short pulses generation from 11 adjacent modes around 2m with xed
phase N = 0 and equal amplitude in a 1-m ring cavity.
simultaneously exit in the cavity and add up with certain phase relation fNg, the total
complex electrical eld can be written as
E =
X
N
EN exp[ if!N(t  z
c
) + Ng] (3.5)
where the wave moves in z direction. Short pulses will be generated in temporal domain, if
these frequency modes are added up with a xed or locked phase relation fNg. Figure 3.3
shows the periodic short pulses generated by mode-locking 11 adjacent modes around 2m
with xed phase fN = 0g and equal amplitude in a 1-m ring cavity. The transform-limit
pulse width is determined by the Fourier-transform limit of added eld E and is proportional
to the inverse of the number of modes in the cavity as in Equation 3.6.
t / 2
N!
=
L
Nc
(3.6)
Besides constant phase relation, dierent chirped pulse shapes can be produced from other
locked phase relations. However if the phases fNg are randomly varying, the output is
not short pulse but random noise despite of the wide power distribution over the frequency
spectrum, which is shown as the right case in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Added outputs of 500 adjacent modes around 2m with equal amplitudes and xed
phase(left) and random phase(right) N in a 1-m ring cavity.
3.2 PULSE PROPAGATION IN PASSIVE FIBER
As electro-magnetic eld, the propagation of mode-locked pulse inside ber is still backed
by Maxwell equations [40]:
r D = 
r B = 0
r E =  @B
@t
rH = J+ @D
@t
(3.7)
In response to the electric eld E and magnetic eld H, the electric and magnetic ux
densities D and B are expressed as:
D = "0E+P
B = 0H+M (3.8)
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where "0 and 0 are the permittivity and permeability in vacuum respectively, and P and
M are the induced electric and magnetic polarizations. M = 0 in glass bers as for a
nonmagnetic medium. By taking the curl of the rst equation, using others of equations 3.7
and 3.8 and setting J = 0 in ber, we arrive at
rr E =   1
c2
@2E
@t2
  0@
2P
@t2
(3.9)
where c = 1=
p
"00 is the light speed in vacuum. In response to intense electric eld E,
nonlinear terms should take into consideration for electric polarization P, especially when
the strength of the applied eld is comparable with interatomic electric elds(typically, 105 to
108V=m). And the origin of the nonlinear terms is the anharmonic response of the electrons
bounded to atoms when external eld is applied. In terms of electric eld E, polarization P
is expanded as the sum of linear and nonlinear responses as:
P = PLN +PNL = "0(
(1)  E+ (2) : EE+ (3)...EEE+    ) (3.10)
PLN = "0
(1)  E (3.11)
PNL = "0(
(2) : EE+ (3)
...EEE+    ) (3.12)
For most glass bers, including silica ber, (2) = 0 since glass is centrosymmetric and the
fourth and higher orders nonlinearity usually are negligible. We can present the electric
polarization in ber as:
P = PLN +PNL = "0(
(1)  E+ (3)...EEE) (3.13)
PLN = "0
(1)  E (3.14)
PNL = "0
(3)...EEE (3.15)
After using the general relation rr E = r(r  E)  r2E and r D = "r  E = 0 in
dielectric media, we obtain the general wave equation in ber
r2E = 1
c2
@2E
@t2
+ 0
@2PLN
@t2
+ 0
@2PNL
@t2
(3.16)
which includes the linear and nonlinear polarizations in ber in response to the electric
eld E(r; t). Starting from the general wave equation 3.16, by separating variables in the
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transversal and longitudinal directions of ber, treating the nonlinear polarization term
PNL as small perturbation and using slowly varying envelope approximation, light intensity
distribution over transversal modes and behaviors of light pulse propagation along ber can
be mathematically solved and more details about the derivation can be found in Appendices.
In this thesis, all bers involved are operated under single-mode condition, so we are only
going to discuss the fundamental LP01 mode propagation in ber.
3.2.1 Light pulse propagation in dispersive linear media
For applications where light pulse of relatively small amplitude is used(e.g. Telecommunica-
tion industry), its propagation behaviors are mainly determined by ber's linear dispersive
properties as shown in Equation 3.17
i
@A
@z
+
X
N
iN
N
N !
@NA
@tN
+ i

2
A = 0 (3.17)
where A(z; t) is the slowly varying complex amplitude of pulse envelope, N is ber's Nth-
order dispersion and  is the ber's transmittance loss. In most bers for pulse of width
> 1ps, the second order 2 dispersion dominates when light propagates. Dropping high order
dispersion terms and adopting a classical coordinate translation that moves with the pulse
at the group velocity vg (T = t  1z), Equation 3.17 comes to
@A
@z
+ i
2
2
@2A
@T 2
+

2
A = 0 (3.18)
By normalizing the time scale to the initial pulse width T0, dening dispersion length LD
according to 2 and at the same time introducing a normalized amplitude U to its initial
peak power P0 as Equation 3.19, 3.20 and 3.21 for the convenience purpose
 =
T
T0
=
t  z=vg
T0
(3.19)
LD =
T 20
j2j (3.20)
U(z; ) =
A(z; ) exp(z=2)p
P0
(3.21)
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3.18 is in form
@U
@z
=  i sgn(2)
2LD
@2U
@ 2
(3.22)
Further by moving LD to the right size, and dening  = z=LD, we get
@U
@
=  i sgn(2)
2
@2U
@ 2
(3.23)
which is a lot more simple and readily to be solved by applying the Fourier-transform method
with suitable scales in both time and space domains. After applying Fourier-transform about
the normalized time  , which is to replace @N=@N with ( i!)N , Equation 3.23 has its
presentation in frequency domain as
@ ~U
@
= i
sgn(2)
2
!2 ~U (3.24)
whose analytical solution is given by
~U(; !) = ~U(0; !) exp

i
sgn(2)
2
!2

(3.25)
where ~U(0; !), the Fourier transform of the launched pulse at  = 0 is obtained by
~U(0; !) =
Z 1
 1
U(0; ) exp(i!)d (3.26)
To see the propagation behaviors of optical pulses traveling in dispersive media when
the second order dispersion 2 dominates, we take the case of a Gaussian shaped pulse for
example, and the incident Gaussian pulse is of form
U(0; T ) = exp

  T
2
2T 20

(3.27)
Setting T0 = 10ps and 2 =  250ps2=km and following the procedures as discussed above
from 3.19 to 3.23, we calculate and nd LD = 100m for the incident pulse and then using
3.25, we can numerically solve pulse propagation behaviors inside linear dispersive medium.
Figure 3.5 shows the pulse temporal evolution as it propagates through 300-m ber which is
3LD The launched transform-limit Gaussian pulse is monotonically broadened as traveling
in dispersive ber and the broadening factor versus traveling distance is extracted and shown
in Figure 3.6. After about LD, a linear relation between the pulse width and the traveling
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Figure 3.5: Launched transform-limit pulse temporal evolution through 3LD.
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Figure 3.6: Launched transform-limit pulse broadening factor through 3LD.
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Figure 3.7: Spectral evolution of input pulse through 3LD.
distance can be used to approximate this broadening trend. Meanwhile the optical spectrum
of the input pulse does not change as it propagates in linear dispersive ber like shown in
3.7.
Another interesting and important application of linear dispersion is to use ber of
opposite GVD to dechirp incident pulse close to its transform-limit. Again we use the
Gaussian pulse for example and the incident Gaussian pulse is chirped with chirping factor
C and is of form
U(0; T ) = exp

 (1 + iC)
2
T 2
T 20

(3.28)
Figure 3.8 and 3.9 are the evolution of positively chirped incident pulse with C = 1:5 through
ber of negative dispersion. The incident is rstly dechirped to its transform-limit and then
broadening as it travels. This technique to use ber of opposite GVD to compress chirped
incident pulse close to its transform-limit has widely used in telecommunication industry to
recover launched short optical signal and thus endure the high-speed communication [41, 42].
Additionally for short pulses(T0 < 1ps), the inuence from ber's next order dispersion 3
should also be taken into account as shorter pulse takes broader bandwidth. Also if the
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Figure 3.8: Launched chirped pulse temporal evolution through 3LD. C = 1:5; sign(2) =  1
center wavelength of the launched light pulse is around ber's zero dispersion wavelength(e.g.
1.3m for SMF-28), the phase change attributed to 3 no longer can be neglected. With 3
added into consideration, Equation 3.18 is extended as
@A
@z
+ i
2
2
@2A
@T 2
+ i2
3
6
@3A
@T 3
+

2
A = 0 (3.29)
which can also be numerically solved by using Fourier-transform method discussed above.
3.2.2 Nonlinear eects in ber
Because of the existence of the nonlinear polarization response PNL as in 3.15 in glass bers,
the dielectric constant " is intensity dependent and has its nonlinear part "NL
" = 1 + (1)xx + "NL (3.30)
"NL =
3
4
(3)xxxxjEj2 (3.31)
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Figure 3.9: Launched chirped pulse broadening factor through 3LD. C = 1:5; sign(2) =  1
The refractive index ~n that light actually experiences when traveling in ber is thus also
intensity dependent
~n = n+ n2jEj2 (3.32)
where
n2 =
3
8n
Re
 
(3)xxxx

(3.33)
For transparent crystals and glasses, n2 is typically of the order of 10
 16 to 10 14cm2=W .
Silica, as used in silica bers, has a nonlinear index of n2 = 2:7 10 16cm2=W [43]. When
intense light encounters, this intensity dependence of the refractive index in nonlinear ber
media manifests through an interesting phenomenon called self phase modulation(SPM) that
leads to the spectral broadening of incident light. After similar arrangements as Equation
3.19 and 3.21 for the convenience purpose and introducing nonlinear length LNL
LNL = (P0)
 1 (3.34)
where  = n2!
cAeff
, the pulse propagation equation solely governed by SPM becomes
@U
@z
= i
jU j2
LNL
U (3.35)
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where we omit all ber's linear dispersive eects and loss (more details are going to be
included in Appendices).
The solution to Equation 3.35 can be obtained by setting U = V exp(iNL) and equal-
izing both the real and imaginary parts
@V
@z
= 0;
@NL
@z
=
V 2
LNL
(3.36)
and the general solution to Equation 3.35 is found to be of form
U(L; T ) = U(0; T ) exp[iNL(L; T )] (3.37)
where
NL = jU(0; T )j2(L=LNL) (3.38)
is called nonlinear phase shift. To depict the SPM induced pulse propagation behaviors, we
use a typical value  = 1W 1=km for regular single mode silicate ber, and P0 = 100W for
the incident peak power commonly realized in a mode-locked ber laser. The ber nonlinear
length LNL is calculated as 10m from Equation 3.34. Using transform-limit Gaussian shaped
pulse as the incident again, Figure 3.10 shows the pulse evolution through 50m (5LNL)
ber. Temporally the incident pulse shape remains unaected but new spectral components
symmetrical about the central carrier frequency are generated as pulse propagates. This
spectral broadening induced by SPM is a direct consequence of the time dependence of
the nonlinear phase shift NL, as temporally varying phase means instantaneous frequency
dierences across the pulse from the central carrier frequency !0. This dierence ! from
the center carrier frequency is given by
! =  @NL
@T
(3.39)
The time dependence of ! is called frequency chirping. The SPM induced chirp for a
transform-limit Gaussian pulse after 5LNL is shown in Figure 3.11. It is found from the
plot ! is negative at the leading edge and becomes positive at the tailing edge which is
because it is always normal chirping that is generated across the pulse for most materials
whose n2 > 0. However the detailed chirp prole across the pulse also strongly depends the
exact pulse shape of the incident beam [44].
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Figure 3.10: SPM induced pulse temporal(left) and spectral(right) evolution through 5LNL, using
transform-limit Gaussian as the incident.
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Figure 3.11: SPM induced chirp after 5LNL, using transform-limit Gaussian as the incident.
So far under the assumption of instantaneous nonlinear response and neglecting the con-
tribution of molecular vibrations to (3), we have studied and demonstrated pulse propaga-
tion behaviors governed solely by SPM as in the simplied Equation 3.35. This simplication
is valid for pulses of duration > 1ps and moderate pulse energy in silica bers, as it is found
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high order nonlinear eects Raman response in silica occurs only over a short time scale
60-70fs [45]. This simplied model has been successfully in explaining a large number of
nonlinear phenomena in ber and later in this thesis it will be shown a simulation model
by including only the SPM term as the dominating nonlinear eect is sucient and able
to qualitatively resemble mode-locking in the ber seed oscillator. However, when dealing
with optical pulses with short duration (< 1ps) and large pulse energy (> 10nJ), high order
nonlinear eects like Raman should be included in our model and the equation extended
with higher order nonlinear eects is presented as
@U
@z
=
i
LNL

jU j2U + is @
@
(jU j2U)  RU @jU j
2
@

(3.40)
where s = 1=(!0T0) and R = TR=T0 are the normalized coecients for self-steepening and
intra-pulse Raman scattering respectively. In addition, a set of equations of the form like 3.40
are needed to simulate other nonlinear eects like cross-phase modulation(XPM) and four-
wave mixing(FWM) when the required phase matching condition is met between multiple
pulses [44].
3.2.3 Nonlinear Schrodinger Equations
By separating ber dispersion and nonlinearity eects in previous sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.
we have discussed ber's dispersion and nonlinearity and demonstrated pulse propagation
behaviors induced by these two factors respectively. In practice, dispersion and nonlinearity
simultaneously exhibit in bers. Given proper pulse duration and intensity, its in-ber
propagation behaviors are inuenced by the combined eects from the linear dispersion and
nonlinearity. If we assume the main eective linear term is the GVD and nonlinear term is the
SPM which is valid for most passively mode-locked ber lasers, the pulse propagation is then
governed by the Equation 3.41 which is referred as nonlinear Schrodinger equation(NLSE).
i
@A
@z
=
2
2
@2A
@T 2
  jAj2A (3.41)
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After normalizing the time and amplitude as in Equation 3.19 and 3.21 and introducing
dispersion length and nonlinear length as 3.20 and 3.34, Equation 3.41 is rewritten as
i
@U
@
= sign(2)
1
2
@2U
@ 2
 N2jU j2U (3.42)
where  = z=LD and N
2 is dened as
N2 =
LD
LNL
=
P0T
2
0
j2j (3.43)
N2 is the parameter that quantitatively compares the SPM strength to that by GVD. For
example, the SPM dominates if N2  1 and GVD rules when N2  1.
A special solution to NLSE 3.42 referred as soliton is of strong interest and exists for
medium that takes anomalous dispersion(2 < 0) for which the ber dispersion and pulse
SPM cancel each other [46, 47, 48]. The parameter N2 can be set to 1 by choosing proper
time width T0 = Tc for which P0T
2
c =j2j = 1 and Equation 3.42 comes to
i
@U
@
+
1
2
@2U
@ 2
+ jU j2U = 0 (3.44)
under the circumstances 2 < 0. The analytical solution for fundamental soliton is of form
U(; ) = sech() exp(i=2) (3.45)
Figure 3.12 and 3.13 show fundamental soliton's propagating behaviors in time and spectral
domain respectively. As seen, the fundamental soliton preserves its proles in both time
and spectral domains without being dispersed as traveling in ber due to the canceling out
between SPM and ber's anomalous dispersion. The perk power for the fundamental soliton
in terms of the soliton duration and ber dispersion is expressed as
P0 =
j2j
T 2c
 3:11j2j
T 2FWHM
(3.46)
where TFWHM is soliton's width at FWHM, TFWHM  1:76Tc and the soliton's energy is
inversely proportional to its duration Esoliton / 1=Tc. In addition to fundamental soliton,
solutions of form
U(; ) = Nsech() (3.47)
where N is an integer, referred as N -th order solitons are also of special interests, as these
high-order soliton evolute in a periodic manner in ber in time and spectral domains.
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Figure 3.12: Fundamental soliton propagating in ber(time domain).
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Figure 3.13: Fundamental soliton propagating in ber(spectral domain) .
3.3 PULSE PROPAGATION IN ACTIVE RARE EARTH DOPED FIBER
This section discusses the behaviors of pulse propagation in active gain bers, which will
deal with small signal amplication, gain saturation and approximation of gain prole and
ends with the derivation of Ginzburgh-Laudau Equations that governs and will be used to
simulate light propagation in active gain ber.
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3.3.1 Gain prole and gain saturation
Active rare-earth doped ber provides the required gain that counteracts the loss due to
other parts like output couplers and keeps laser continuously running for ber lasers. In
general, light is amplied as it travels through the gain ber and this amplication through
active media is governed by
@A(t; z)
@z
=
1
2
Z 1
 1
g(t  t0 ; z)A(t0 ; z)dt0 (3.48)
where g(t; z) is the ber linear gain strength and we ignore dispersion, nonlinearity and noise
term due to amplied spontaneous emission(ASE). The factor 1=2 comes from the square
relationship between intensity and amplitude. However, in addition to this model, the real
case is every gain must be saturated as the gain ber can never provide amplication above
the pump power [49]. So we must include this gain saturation into our consideration and
express g(t; z) as
g(t; z) =
g0(z)
1 + jA(t; z)j2=Psat
Z 1
 1
~gs(!) exp( i!t)d! (3.49)
For rare-earth doped ber laser, the life-time of the excitation upper state is at the order
of 1ms, the width of temporal window of interest in our simulation is limited to several
hundred picoseconds for mode-locked 1ps pulse generation and the interval between two
generated neighboring pulses or pulse bundles are decided by the repetition rate which is at
the order of 10MHz, so as a result, we can do an approximation and replace the instanta-
neous term jA(t; z)j2=Psat in Equation 3.49 with E(z)=Esat and rewrite 3.49 as
g(t; z) =
g0(z)
1 + E(z)=Esat
Z 1
 1
~gs(!) exp( i!t)d! (3.50)
where E(z) is the pulse energy that is expressed as the integral
E(z) =
Z Twindow/2
 Twindow/2
jA(t; z)j2dt (3.51)
and Esat is the gain ber's saturated energy and usually set from 0:1nJ to 10nJ in a ber
laser depending on the pump power, and g0(z) is the small signal amplication coecient
and often set as a constant along the gain ber for simulation simplicity. For rare-earth
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doped bers, the function ~gs(!) describes the normalized wavelength dependence of gain
and is usually not a simple function. However, here we can simply approximate the gain
prole by using a Lorentzian prole that is valid for ideal two-level homogenously broadband
system [50]
~gs(!) =
1
1 + (!   !g)2T 22
(3.52)
where T2 is the introduced dipole relaxation time and decided by the gain bandwidth. By
doing Taylor expansion, this Lorentzian prole can be approximated as follows
~gs(!)  1  (!   !g)2T 22 (3.53)
After taking the gain saturation and using Lorentzian gain prole approximation, Equation
3.48 comes to a form like
@A(t; z)
@z
 gsat
2

A(t; z) + T 22
@2A(t; z)
@t2

(3.54)
gsat =
g0(z)
1 + E(z)=Esat
(3.55)
which is readily to be integrated to NLSE in order to add ber dispersion and nonlinearity.
3.3.2 Implication of Ginzburg-Landau Equations
By integrating Equation 3.54 and 3.55 into NLSE Equation 3.41, we obtain the Ginzburg-
Landau Equation 3.56 that governs the pulse propagation in gain ber
@A
@z
=   i
2
(2 + igsatT
2
2 )
@2A
@T 2
+ ijAj2A+ 1
2
(gsat   )A (3.56)
for which we add gain ber's GVD and SPM as the dominating linear dispersive and nonlinear
eects into our consideration.
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3.4 MODELING OF MODE-LOCKING MECHANISMS
So far, we have established pulse propagation model for passive and active gain bers, and
the output couplers can be modeled and simulated by simply treating them as an pure loss
factor that operates on either time or frequency domain. The only thing that is missing
so far is to model the passive mode-locking mechanism or mode-lockers we insert into our
ber ring resonator.The passive mode-locking mechanisms or mode-lockers are the nonlinear
component that makes the laser favor an operation with short pulse output than CW mode,
which introduces higher loss at low power, so that ultrashort pulses with a lot higher peak
intensity are going to experience less loss in laser cavity.
3.4.1 Fast saturable absorbers
There are several key parameters of the SAs we utilized in our laser cavity to realize mode-
locked output, when designing mode-locked laser systems. These parameters include the SAs'
recovery time, modulation depth, working bandwidth, saturation intensity, non-saturable
loss and damage threshold. It is concluded the recovery time should be ideally as short as
possible in order to favor ultrashort pulse.
The mode-locked TDF lasers presented in Chapter 5 and 6 utilize graphene and SWCNTs
as the SAs. It will be demonstrated in the following chapters that the GSAs and SWCNTs
SAs can be considered as fast saturable absorbers and their fast saturable absorption can
be mathematically simulated in a manner that is similar to the way we use to simulate the
gain saturation in active fast. Under the assumption of instantaneous modulation for fast
saturable absorbers operation onto pulse, we introduce an intensity dependent loss (I) like
written is Equation 3.57 for example
(I) = (jA(T )j2) = s
1 + I=Is
(3.57)
to simulate the saturable absorption for each round trip when the light pulse interacts with
the fabricated SAs and the intensity of light pulse is thus modulated.
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3.4.2 Nonlinear polarization evolution
The mode-locked TDF laser presented in Chapter 4 utilizes NPE as the mode-locking mecha-
nism. To simulate the NPE mechanism, we need to treat the two polarizations separately by
introducing the Coupled Ginzburg-Landau Equations and these two equation or polarization
states interplay with each other by XPM terms as shown in Equations 3.588>><>>:
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(3.58)
For each round trip, the polarizer placed in the cavity is represented by its Jones matrix
and operates onto the light vector [ UV ] to perform the modulation and form the articial
saturable absorption to favor short pulse generation.
3.5 NUMERICAL ALGORITHM AND MODELING PROCEDURES
3.5.1 Split-step Fourier method
Many computational methods have been developed to numerically solve the NLSE as demon-
strated in Equation 3.41. Among these dierent methods, three mostly utilized ones are the
split-step Fourier method [51, 52], the time-domain nite-dierence method [53, 54] and the
inverse scattering method [55]. In these thesis, we utilize the split-step Fourier method to
simulate the pulse propagation behaviors inside ber and model mode-locked TDF laser sys-
tems due to its easy implementation, high computation eciency and excellent expansibility,
compared with other method.
The NLSE 3.41 can be written in the form of
@A
@z
=

D^ + N^

A; (3.59)
where D^ is a dierential operator accounting for dispersion and N^ is nonlinear operator
describing the nonlinear SPM eect. Actually more higher order dispersion terms and linear
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ber losses can be included in the dierential operator D^ and meanwhile higher order non-
linear terms like Raman and self steepening eects can be added into the nonlinear operator
N^ for a more general model like
D^ =  
2
  i2
2
@2
@T 2
+
3
6
@3
@T 3
+    ; (3.60)
N^ = i

jAj2 + i
!0A
@
@T
(jAj2A)  TR@jAj
2
@T

: (3.61)
Mathematically, solution to Equation 3.59 is
A ((j + 1)h; t) = exp
h
h

D^ + N^
i
A (jh; t) ; (3.62)
where h is the step increment in spatial domain along ber and j is the step number. In the
split-step Fourier method, or rst-order split-step method to be more specic, an iterative
process is used to approximate 3.62 by treating D^ and N^ separately in sequence as
A ((j + 1)h; t)  exp
h
hD^
i
exp
h
hN^
i
A (jh; t) : (3.63)
This iterative process is carried on through the entire length of ber step by step as demon-
strated in Figure 3.14. For each step, to reduce the computation time, D^ is performed in
frequency domain by applying Fourier transformation about T which is
FfD^g = F

 
2
  i2
2
@2
@T 2
+
3
6
@3
@T 3
+   

=  
2
 
X
N=2
N
iN 1
2N 1
(i!)N ; (3.64)
and the nonlinear operator N^ is realized using rst-order exponential integrator and 4th or-
der Runge-Kutta (RK4) method in time domain. The following 4 steps describe operations
we take within a space interval h in order to compute the pulse propagation :
Step 1: Apply nonlinear N^ in time domain by rst-order exponential integrator and
RK4;
Step 2: Apply FFT onto A(z; T ) and get A(z; !);
Step 3: Apply linear D^ onto A(z; !) in frequency domain;
Step 4: Apply IFFT onto A(z; !) and get A(z; T ) in time domain.
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Figure 3.14: Schematic illustration of split-step Fourier method through ber length.
Besides the rst-order split-step method as shown above, the second order or symmetrized
split-step method is also very often employed to solve NLSE as for higher accuracy consid-
eration. There is not too much dierence between these two methods but Equation 3.63 is
approximated as
A ((j + 1)h; t)  exp

h
2
D^

exp
h
hN^
i
exp

h
2
D^

A (jh; t) : (3.65)
And the way we treat linear operator D^ and nonlinear operator N^ is the same as we have
demonstrated above.
We have seen many merits we can take from using split-step method to numerical solve
NLSE. However, split-step Fourier method also has its limitations. For example, the split-
step Fourier method can not trace both forward propagating and backward reected waves
simultaneously like what the time-domain nite dierence method does. Also since the
carrier frequency is eliminated or dropped when applying split-step Fourier method, split-
step Fourier method might not be as accurate as nite-dierence method under extreme
cases to describe propagation behaviors of few-cycle or nearly single-cycle pulses.
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Figure 3.15: Model of the ber laser used in our simulation. SMF, single mode ber; NDF, normal
dispersion ber; SA, saturable absorber; OC, output coupler; and TDF, Thulium-doped ber
3.5.2 Laser cavity simulation
With a proper numerical method to simulate in-ber pulse propagation behaviors and the
model for all individual optical components such as output couplers, lters, SAs, etc, we
are ready to simulate a complete mode-locked ber laser cavity by simply combining these
individual optical elements in proper order as we experimentally construct our ber laser
cavity. To nd a stable solution that our ber laser cavities favor for, initially a pulse signal
of arbitrary pulse shape is introduced into the ber cavity to simulate noise signal. And
this noise signal sequentially interacts with all optical components as shown in Figure 3.15.
This simulation sequence is repeated for many round trips until the pulse has converged to
some stable states and these stable states are the solutions that we search for. In the model,
monitoring the change of pulse temporal duration, spectral width and per pulse energy at
the output port for each round trip gives us the criteria to judge if a converged state has been
achieved or not. If all these parameters reach certain stable values within predened precision
range, we will say stale mode-locked states are obtained in simulation. Also calculation and
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monitoring of these parameters are very important and necessary for the simulation process
itself. For examples, the consideration of gain saturation eect when pulse propagates in
active gain bers need us to know the pulse energy after each numerical setup.
To reach these converged stable states, usually 10 to 10,000 round trips need be completed
in simulation, and this number shows strong dependence on the shape of initial noise signal,
laser cavity congurations, etc. It also found numerical factors like step size and sampling
rate also show impacts on the nal results, so dierent values of these factors are tried in
our simulation in order to void numerical error. Figure 3.16 shows the built numerical
simulator for passively mode-locked ber lasers with GUI and Figure 3.17 demonstrates a
typical stable mode-locked pulse building-up from noise in simulation.
Figure 3.16: Numerical simulator for passively mode-locked ber lasers with GUI.
Also it has been found from our simulation under certain circumstances, instead of con-
verging to some stable values, these monitoring parameters are uctuating around certain
values. These states are referred as noise-like mode-locked pulses, which has also been con-
rmed in our experimental observations. Usually NLPs occur if the accumulated nonlinear
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Figure 3.17: Typical stable mode-locked pulse building-up from noise in simulation.
phase shift is much greater than , which is in Equation 3.66 :
NL = jU(0; T )j2(L=LNL) : (3.66)
For more details about the dierences between stale mode-locked pulses and NLPs especially
about how to experimentally distinguish these two from autocorrelation measurement and
RF analysis, please refer to Chapter 4 and 5.
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4.0 ALL-FIBER MODE-LOCKED TDF LASER BY NONLINEAR
POLARIZATION EVOLUTION
In this chapter, we demonstrate a NPE mode-locked TDF ber laser with an all-ber cong-
uration. It is found the laser can work under two distinguished stable operational modes with
either soliton or noise-like pulse output. Simulation is also done to consistently resembles
our experimental observations for this all-ber NPE laser system at 2m.
4.1 A BRIEF ABOUT NPE MODE-LOCKING IN FIBER LASERS
In 1995, L. E. Nelson, E. P. Ippen, and H. A. Haus reported the rst solitary TDF ber laser
mode-locking passively with NPE mechanism and a intra-cavity spectral lter [24]. InGaAs
quantum wells and carbon nanotube lms have also been used as saturable absorbers for soli-
tary mode-locked pulse generation at 1.9m[56, 57, 58]. Compared with other mode-locking
techniques, NPE are usually employed for mode-locked short pulse generation because NPE
can generally produce pulses with higher per pulse energy and the produced pulse quality
and long-term stability are also better than those generated from graphene, CNTs and some
other saturable absorbing materials. Up to now, NPE has been reported to successfully
mode-lock ber lasers at various wavelengths and dierent shaped mode-locked pulses at
dierent energy levels have also been seen by the aid of NPE [59, 60, 61, 62, 24].
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4.2 ALL-FIBER MODE-LOCKED TDF LASER WITH SOLITARY AND
NOISE-LIKE OUTPUTS BY NPE
In this part, I demonstrate a Tm-doped all-ber femtosecond laser oscillator at 1.9m with
compact design based on NPE. This design involves only ber and ber optical components,
which greatly reduces system complexity and improves operational reliability. The schematic
setup for the ber ring oscillator is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The careful design of optical
length and the dispersion in the ber cavity allows best and stable mode-locked operations
under both solitary and NLP modes. The active ber is a 300-cm long single mode Tm-
doped silica ber with 5-m core diameter and a numerical aperture of 0.23. The Tm dopant
concentration in the ber core is about 5 weight% with 60dB=m absorption rate of at 1.56m
which is measured by using a cut back method similar with that in Ref. [63]. The length
of TDF is chosen to ensure maximum pumping eciency for 1.5-m pump sources. Two
1550nm=1900nm wavelength division multiplexing(WDM) couplers are used to couple pump
light into the Tm-doped ber as shown in Figure 4.1. The amplied spontaneous emission
from two EDFAs fusion spliced to the gain ber provides forward and backward pumping
simultaneously to create a relatively uniform gain distribution. The pulse output is coupled
out of the oscillator using a 10=90 coupler. Two compact in-line polarization controllers are
used to control the polarization in the laser cavity. A customized polarization-sensitive isola-
tor with 25% insertion power eciency and over 50dB isolation at 2m wavelength is fusion
spliced between the two polarization controllers and thus enforces a clockwise unidirectional
ring cavity. A second isolator for 2m wavelength is also fusion spliced to the 10% output
port to suppress back reection into the cavity.
There is about 17-m of SMF-28e ber in the laser cavity. The length of ber was chosen
and optimized to ensure stable mode-locking through the NPE process for both solitary and
NLP operations. The anomalous dispersion of the SMF-28e ber at 1.9m was measured
to be  67ps2=km by using a white-light interferometry technique [64, 65]. The dispersion
measurements were performed using a TDF spontaneous emission as the light source like
demonstrated before in Figure 2.9. The dispersion of TDF used in the experiment was
estimated to be  12ps2=km. The net dispersion in the cavity was calculated as  1:31ps2.
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Figure 4.1: Scheme of TDF ring cavity, based on NPE[1].
The small amount of dispersion due to the optical isolator was neglected.
4.2.1 Soliton output
For a ber ring cavity of anomalous dispersion like demonstrated right above, solitons are
supported from mode-locking for which dispersion balancing between SPM and ber's GVD
is achieved within the pulse's prole as it circulates in ber cavity. Mode-locking of the
oscillator is passively achieved by NPE in the ber ring. Pumped at a power of 240mW ,
stable CW mode-locking can be achieved by carefully adjusting the polarization controllers.
The pulse trains were measured using a 15-GHz fast detector and shown in Figure 4.2. The
repetition rate is 9:78MHz, which indicates that the oscillator operates with one pulse per
round trip. Once mode-locking is achieved by the initial alignment of the polarization, the
pulses are self-starting and do not require any tuning the polarization when the pump power
is switched on. Figure 4.3 shows the typical optical spectrum of the mode-locked output
measured with a resolution of 0.2nm on a linear scale when pumped at 240mW . The central
wavelength was 1982nm and the FWHM was 5.2nm. The characteristic side-lobes due to
the inference of dispersion waves indicate the laser was operating under soliton mode[66].
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Figure 4.2: Pulse train by NPE at the fundamental repetition rate picked on oscilloscope[1].
A short scan-range interferometric autocorrelation measurement was performed to de-
termine the pulse width. The second harmonic generated signal from 1:9-m photons was
picked by a silicon detector of high gain. The co-linear and intensity autocorrelation traces
in Figure 4.4 give a pulse width of 770fs and well exhibit the 1:8 shoulders to peak ratio, for
which we used deconvolution factor 0.647 based hyperbolic-secant pulse shape assumption.
Combined with the 5:2-nm FWHM centered at 1982nm, it yields a 0.31 time bandwidth
product(TBP). The small deviation from the 0.315 transform limit for a typical hyperbolic-
secant soliton shape indicates that the pulses are almost transform limited. The average
output power was measured to be 1:5mW . Given the 9:78-MHz repetition rate, the pulse
energy was about 0:15nJ .
4.2.2 Noise-like operation
It is widely recognized that for such an all anomalous mode-locking scheme based on NPE
without dispersion management in the cavity, the single solitary pulse energy is limited to be
close to that of the soliton [67]. For our ber laser setup under solitary mode locking, increas-
ing the pump power merely pushes the system to operate under high harmonic repetition
rates with comparable per pulse energy and spectrum, for which more than one pulses are
generated per cavity round trip. However, as the pump power was ramped up to 400mW , by
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Figure 4.3: Typical spectrum of mode-locked soliton on linear scale by NPE[1].
Figure 4.4: Interferometric autocorrelation(left) and intensity autocorrelation(right) traces of the
solitary pulses [1].
slightly tuning two polarization controllers, stable mode-locked noise-like pulse trains with
signicantly dierent spectral and temporal features from soliton pulses were observed at
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the fundamental repetition rate. The wide curve in Figure 4.5 shows this spectrum of the
evolved new pulse trains.
30-mW output power was measured from the output port. Below this threshold, NLPs
were also observed but not stable.For the evolved NLP trains, interferometric autocorrelation
traces as the left part in Figure 4.6 revealed short pulse width but also complex temporal
features. The pulse width was measured 260fs which was about transform-limited provided
the 3-dB 15-nm spectrum width as shown in Figure 4.5. However, the shoulder to peak
exhibits a 2:8 radio instead of that of 1:8 for the solitary mode-locking. This is because at
a larger time scale, there exist bunch of short pulses whose width and power are randomly
varying.
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Figure 4.5: Typical spectrum of mode-locked noise-like output on linear scale by NPE[1].
A long-range intensity autocorrelator by employing a translational stage (Newport M-
UTM100) was set to measure the NLPs. An example is shown in the right of Figure 4.6. The
long-range intensity auto-correlation measurement reveals a narrow spike riding on a broad
pedestal whose width could span from tens pico-seconds to several nano-seconds [68, 69].
Also the pedestal's width is found to increase as the pump power ramps up or as the cavity's
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Figure 4.6: Interferometric autocorrelation(left) and intensity autocorrelation(right) traces of the
noise-like pulses[1].
optical length is increased. Over 10-ns wide NLP bunch could be generated from 200m
long ring cavity under 2W pump power observed from oscilloscope. The NLP's spectrum
is comparable with Figure 4.5 but no stable soliton mode is observed for this case under
dierent pump powers as this cavity is estimated to far exceed soliton's 8Z0 where Z0 is the
soliton's period[70].
4.3 SIMULATION OF TDF FIBER LASER MODE-LOCKED BY NPE
This part is the simulation of mode-locking by NPE, which is going to include the principal
of mode-locking by NPE, numerical simulation procedures and results by solving CGLEs.
The comparison and discussion with the experimental observations will be demonstrated at
the end of this section.
4.3.1 Principal of mode-locking by NPE
Figure 4.7 illustrates the saturable absorbtion by nonlinear polarization evolution in ber.
Initially two beams of elliptically polarized light of the same polarization state but dierent
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of saturable absorption by NPE.
intensity are sequentially injected into a piece of single-mode ber. As the ber like SMF-28e
and many others takes nonlinearity and weak birefringence, the two beams would experience
dierent nonlinear phase shifts along ber's slow and fast axis and thus be of dierent
polarization states after traveling through the ber for which we assume the ber are of
weak linear birefringence. Then the polarization of the light after the ber is tuned by a set
of quarter and half waveplates so that the more intense light's polarization state favors the
following polarizer placed after the waveplates and experiences less attenuation than that of
the less intense light when passing through the polarizer. In this way, aftermath we create
an articial saturable absorber based on the nonlinear polarization evolution in ber.
The rst NPE mode-locked ber laser was achieved by M. Hofer and his colleagues in
1991 from which 70-fs pulse of 1-nJ energy at 1:064m was produced from neodymium
glass ber [71]. Since then, this mode-locked technique has been widely studied and become
a matured method that is extensively applied for mode-locked bers of various pulse energy
at dierent wavelengths [16, 59, 24].
4.3.2 Numerical simulation and results
The CGLEs 4.1 are used to model our ring oscillator, in which the ber is assumed linearly
birefringent and U and V are the two polarization components along slow and fast axis
respectively.  is the wave number dierence and 2 is the group velocity dierence between
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these two polarizations. 2 is the group velocity dispersion and  is the ber's nonlinearity, for
which higher order dispersions and nonlinear eects like Raman response and self-steepening
are neglected and could be included later on. g = g0  exp( E=Esat) is the saturated gain
strength of the ber and T2 is the dipole relaxation time. The polarization controllers (PCs)
and polarization sensitive isolator are presented by their Jones matrices[72]. The parameters
we put into our simulation are as following:  = 1W 1km 1; 2 =  67ps2km 1(SMF-28e);
2 =  12ps2km 1(TMF); gain bandwidth is 100nm; g0 = 30dB=m; the ber beat length is
10m and the polarizer is 45  oriented between the slow and fast axes.8>><>>:
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We numerically solve CGLEs 4.1 by split-step Fourier propagation method combined with
fourth order Runge-Kutta.Initially, a relatively long ripple of low intensity is introduced into
the cavity to simulate weak noise and then this noise periodically evolutes and interacts
with all the components in the cavity as governed basically by CGLEs. By tuning the
linear phase delay induced by two PCs, stable mode-locked pulse trains favoring the cavity's
congurations are obtained as shown in Figure 4.8. The left shows the temporal evolution
and for this depicted case, stable mode-locked solitary pulses are obtained after about 30
simulated cavity round trips for which Esat is set to be 0:1nJ . The right is the spectrum of
typical soliton pulses.
Figure 4.8: Typical simulated soliton evolution(left) and spectrum(right) by NPE with T0 = 2ps,
0 = 1950nm.
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As discussed above, for an mode-locking ring cavity with all anomalous dispersion, the
generated mode-locked single pulse energy is limited to be close to that of the soliton pulse.
Also as reported and observed, under higher pump power, noise-like pulse trains at the cavity
fundamental repetition rate can be produced for which multiple short pulses of randomly
varying phase and width exist within a relatively broader time window. To simulate the
NLPs generation in our setup, Esat is increased to 1nJ in response to the increased pump
power and also =20 linear phase delay dierence by the PCs is imposed to simulate NL
operations as experimentally a slight tuning of the PCs from the soliton operation is needed
for stable NL operation. The simulated results of the NL operation in demonstrated in
Figure 4.9. The left is the temporal evolution in ber cavity. Even though the NLP bundles
vary in phase and temporal prole trip by trip as they circulate, statically they show long-
term stability in term of the spanning time range and optical spectrum. The right is the
averaged spectrum of the output NLPs which is as wide as 20nm and this results is well
comparable with our experimental observation. More over, simulation also shows that The
exact temporal spanning range of NLP bundle varies with the pump power, which could be
as broad as several hundred of picoseconds to several nanoseconds under strong pumping.
Figure 4.9: Typical simulated NLPs evolution(left) and spectrum(right) by NPE with T0 = 2ps,
0 = 1950nm.
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5.0 2m SOLITON PULSES BY OPTICALLY DEPOSITED GRAPHENE
SATURABLE ABSORBER
Other than to use NPE scheme for ultrashort mode-locked pulse generation in ber, passively
mode-locked ber and bulk lasers based on saturable absorbers have also been well developed
and widely used in commercially available systems[73, 74, 75]. The saturable absorbers
serving as the passive mode-lockers in dierent forms of laser cavities includes SESAMs,
GSAs, SWCNT SAs, topological insulators and etc. These new forms of saturable absorbers
are generally considered as part of innovative mode-locking techniques in laser eld and this
thesis. Specially, compared to SESAMs and others, carbon nanomaterials based SAs(GSAs
and SWCNT SAs) own many desirable advantages and unique features as they can serve as
broadband and cost eective mode-lockers[76, 77, 78].
In this chapter, we integrate graphene with ber optics for ultra-short pulse generation
and demonstrate a 2-m all-ber GSA passively mode-locked TDF ring oscillator, for which
the GSA is fabricated by optically depositing few layers graphene micro-sheets onto the
core area of the single mode ber's end tip. The typical nonlinear transmittance curve of
the fabricated graphene saturable absorber at 2m is also characterized and simulation by
numerically method for ultra-short pulse generation is demonstrated.
5.1 PRINCIPAL OF SATURABLE ABSORPTION IN GRAPHENE
In this section, at rst it is going to brief graphene material and its application as optical sat-
urable absorbers for various wavelengths. The physics behind graphene saturable absorption
is then discussed as its following.
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5.1.1 Brief about graphene
Figure 5.1: Graphene as a monolayer of carbon atoms arranged in a two-dimensional honeycomb
pattern.
Graphene forms by a monolayer of carbon atoms arranged in a two-dimensional honey-
comb pattern as demonstrated in Figure 5.1. All the chemical bonds that connects carbon
atoms in graphene are sp2 carbon-carbon bonds, which are the most rm chemical bonds
found so far, and this is believed to be the main reason why graphene takes excellent me-
chanical strength [79]. Other than excellent mechanical strength, graphene also possesses
a unique electronic band structure. The band structure of graphene was rst calculated
by Phillip Russel Wallace in 1947 when he tried to obtain the band structure of graphite
[80]. From his theory it was found for graphene, the valence band and conduction band
connect at six dierent points that have the same energy and these points are named " K
points" or "Dirac points" and labeled from K1 to K6. Near these K points, the relationship
between the electron energy and momentum(dispersion relationship) can be well approxi-
mated by a linear function. Figure 5.2 shows this linear relationship near one of these Dirac
point and this linear band structure is called Dirac cone structure [81, 82]. The feature that
valence band and conduction band touch and do not overlap is very unique, and for this
reason, graphene is also called as an representative "zero-bandgap" semiconductor. How-
ever, this form of specially arranged carbon material does not draw tremendous research
interests until the groundbreaking "discovering and isolating a single free-standing atomic
layer of carbon and elucidating its remarkable electronic properties" by Andre Geim and
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Kostya Novoselov in 2004 using micromechanical cleavage technique [83]. Ever since this
achievement, graphene have been subjected to extensive research studies and meanwhile a
lot of attempts in seeking applications for this new material have also been made. Among
these attempts, many people and research groups have found graphene possesses excellent
optical saturable absorption prosperities over a wide wavelength range [84, 85] and dierent
forms of passively mode-locked lasers with graphene-base materials as the mode-lockers have
also been reported and demonstrated.
Figure 5.2: Graphene's Dirac-cone band structure near its Dirac point.
5.1.2 Graphene's saturable absorption under intense excitation
Though formed by a single layer of carbon atoms, graphene is found to strongly absorb
incident light. It was reported, for a single-layer graphene, the calculated absorption is
2:3% where  is the ne structure constant ( = e2=hc) and this value is not related with
any material science [86]. Also because of the zero band-gap and linear energy-momentum
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dispersion relation, this absorption is independent of wavelength and thus makes graphene
suitable to work and absorb under a wide bandwidth from visible to mid-infrared. However,
this absorption 2:3% is only for the case of low-intensity excitation. As for saturable
absorption, inter-band and intra-band precesses and interactions of electrons and photons in
graphene under intense excitation should be interrogated which is discussed as the following.
Figure 5.3: Electron and light interaction in graphene (A) A photon of energy E = h! excites
an electron at  E=2 from valence band to +E=2 at conduction band; (B) Photogenerated carriers
thermalize and cool down to form an equilibrium electron and hole distribution via e-e and e-ph
scattering and electron-hole recombination (C)Under intense excitation, the photogenerated carriers
ll up states below E=2 and cease further light absorption in graphene.
The physics and saturable functionality for single-layer and few-layer graphene as sat-
urable absorber for ultrafast pulsed lasers is interrogated and discussed in Ref [87]. Like
depicted in Figure 5.3, Figure 5.3A is the excitation process as a photon of energy E = h!
is absorbed in singe-layer graphene, for which an electron is moved up to the corresponding
energy level in the conduction band from the valence band meanwhile a hole is produced in
the valence band. Shortly after the excitation, these hot electrons redistribute via intra-band
electron-electron e-e scattering and electron-phonon e-ph scattering, and transport from the
surface into the bulk as in Figure 5.3B. Experiments reveal the e-e scattering happens very
quickly within 10-150fs while the e-ph process is with a timescale of 1ps [88, 89, 90, 91].
Meanwhile in the valence band similar intra-band processes apply to the holes. After 1ps,
electron-hole recombination through the Dirac point will dominate the process until the ther-
mal equilibrium electron and hole distribution is restored. However, under intense optical
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excitation that the supposed photo-generated carriers are much larger than the graphene's
intrinsic electron and hole carrier density 81010cm 2 [92] and thus ll up the conduction
and valence bands below E, this eect actually ceases further light absorption and produces
absorption saturation as a result of Pauli blocking process [93].
5.2 GSAs FABRICATION BY OPTICAL DEPOSITION
Single-layer and few-layer graphene can be synthesized and obtained by using dierent meth-
ods, which can generally be divided into two classes: physical exfoliation methods and
chemical synthesis methods. For physical exfoliation, the two mostly utilized methods are
Scotch-tape method and liquid-phase exfoliation method. For Scotch-tape method, it is
to simply use adhesive tape to repeatedly split graphite akes into thinner and thinner
pieces, and few-layer and single-layer graphene can then be obtained and transferred to
other substrates. For liquid-phase exfoliation method, graphene akes are rstly dispersed
in solvent, then ultrasonically bathed and lastly centrifuged to develop dispersed solution
of small pieces of few-layer and single-layer graphene. Surfactants are usually also added
into solvent to assist the exfoliation. On the other side, the most promising and successful
chemical synthesis method for few-layer and single-layer graphene fabrication is the chemical
vapor deposition(CVD) method[94].
Of these dierent graphene fabrication methods as mentioned above, each of them has
its advantages and also shortcomings when compared to others. For instance, Scotch-tape
method can produce the best samples in terms of purity and size, but not possible to be
applied into mass production. Mass production of few-layer graphene can be achieved by
liquid-phase method, but the obtained graphene samples' size is small and the layers' number
can not be precisely controlled. Mass production of large-area graphene samples is also
possible by CVD chemical method, but the expense and investment on required equipment
are usually not aordable for many laboratories.
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5.2.1 Development of dispersed few-layer graphene solution
In this part, we adopted a liquid-phase exfoliation method to obtain few-layer graphene
samples as it is found nonlinear photonic applications are usually not very sensitive to the
size of developed graphene akes [3] which has also been conrmed by our experimental
trials. The graphene solution development procedures are described as follows.
Figure 5.4: Raman spectra for the starting graphite akes (top) and the derived graphene disper-
sion solution (bottom).
A modied ultrasonic exfoliation method [95] is employed to prepare high concentra-
tion graphene dispersion from graphite akes. 3% wt. graphite akes were rstly mortared
and dispersed in N-dimethylformaminde (DMF) and 1-hexyl-3-methyl-imidazolium hexau-
orophosphate (HMIH) mixed solvent and ultrasonically exfoliated for 48 hours. The disper-
sion was then centrifuged for 30 minutes at 10,000 rpm. The top portion of homogenously
transparent liquid with lightly grey color contains graphene. They were collected for further
process. Figure 5.4 shows the Raman spectra for the starting graphite ake (top) and the
derived dispersion solution after the process (bottom). The Raman spectra were acquired
using 633-nm laser excitation. The higher D/G band intensity ratio in the dispersion solu-
tion suggests the breakdown of the graphite ake after the process. The relative shift of the
2D peak and the ratio of 2D/G peaks indicate the formation of single-layer and few-layer
graphene sheets in the dispersion solution. It was reported that this process can produce the
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dispersion solution containing 10% mono-layer graphene sheets and up to 80% of few-layer
graphene sheet containing less than ve graphene layers[95]. Both single-layer and few-layer
graphene can be used as ecient optical saturable absorbers.
5.2.2 GSAs fabrication by optical deposition and function characterization
After the derivation of suspended few-layer graphene solution, Graphene suspended in liq-
uid was deposited onto end end-tips of single mode bers using an optical trapping ap-
proach shown in the left of Figure 5.5 [96]. An EDFA spontaneous emission light source
(200mW; 1:5m) was used to trap and to deposit graphene lms onto the ber tips. Once
the graphene lm is optically trapped and deposited onto the ber tip by the optical de-
position method, an enhanced back-reection can be registered by the OSA to conrm the
deposition, which is because the refractive index of graphene 3 is larger than that of DMF
liquid 1:5. This is a very eective approach for the graphene deposition. The right of Fig-
ure 5.5 shows the ber end face under microscope after the optical deposition of graphene
lm. Layers of graphene were coated onto the ber's core area. The graphene-coated ber
was then connected with a ber cable using a ber connecting sleeve and inserted into ber
cavity as a GSA. Thus it nishes the GSA fabrication process.
The nonlinear transmittance of the fabricated GSA is the characterized by using an
amplied mode-locked laser operated at central wavelength of 1945nm with 12:8-MHz rep-
etition rate, 2-ps temporal duration as the pump. The typical normalized transmittance
curve at 1945nm as the function of average incident power is shown in Figure 5.6. The
transmittance is consistently around 62% when the average pump power is below 3mW and
increases by 4% as the pump rises to 6mW due to the absorption saturation.
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Figure 5.5: Scheme of optical deposition of graphene lm on to the ber tip(left) and the ber
end face under microscope after the optical deposition(right).
5.3 PASSIVELY MODE-LOCKED ALL-FIBER TDF RING LASER BY
OPTICALLY DEPOSITED GSA
5.3.1 Conguration of TDF ring laser by GSA
The fabricated GSA was inserted into an TDF ring cavity as depicted in Figure 5.7. The
active ber in the laser cavity is a piece of 35-cm long single mode Tm-doped silica ber
with 5-m core diameter and the numerical aperture is 0:23. A 1550-nm=1900-nm WDM
couplers is used to couple pump light into the cavity. An amplied spontaneous emission light
source from an EDFA is fusion spliced to the WDM to provide forward pumping. The laser
output from the oscillator is coupled out through the 10% port of a 10=90 output coupler. A
polarization insensitive isolator is fusion spliced into the cavity to enforce a counterclockwise
unidirectional ring. A second isolator at 2-m wavelength is also fusion spliced to the output
port to suppress back reection into the cavity. An in-line polarization controller (PC) is
inserted into the cavity to examine the polarization eects on the mode-locking operation.
It was intended to balance the intrinsic weak birefringence of single-mode bers used to
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Figure 5.6: : Typical GSA normalized transmittance curve at 1945nm as a function of average
incident power. Pump of 12:8-MHz repetition rate, 2-ps temporal duration.
construct the laser cavity. However, our experimental results showed that the mode-locking
operation is virtually independent of the tuned position of the PC, suggesting that the PC
is not needed. The laser cavity shown in 5.7 consists of 11:5-m of SMF-28e ber. SMF-28e
ber takes anomalous dispersion at 1:9m and the value of is dispersion is  67ps2=km as
measured before by using a white-light interferometry technique. The dispersion of the TDF
used in the experiment is estimated to be  12ps2=km. The net dispersion in the cavity is
calculated as  0:77ps2. The small amount of dispersion due to other optical components is
neglected.
5.3.2 Soliton pulses from TDF ring laser by GSA and measurements
Stable CW mode-locking of the oscillator is self-started as the pump goes up to 130mW .
Figure 5.8 shows a typical optical spectrum of the mode-locked output with a 0:1-nm reso-
lution under 130-mW pumping power. The central wavelength is 1953:3nm and the FWHM
is 2:2nm. Strong Kelly side-lobes due to the interference of dispersion waves are clearly
indicative of the solitary operation of the laser[66]. The mode-locking operation is not af-
fected by tuning the position of the polarization controller, which conrms that the nonlinear
amplitude modulation in the ring cavity is due to the graphene saturable absorption other
than any unbalanced NPE eect. The pulse width, which was determined by a lab-built
intensity autocorrelator, is shown in Figure 5.9. The autocorrelation measurement yields
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Figure 5.7: Scheme of the TDF ring cavity based on the fabricated GSA, and fabricated GSA
photo as the inset: graphene sandwiched between two ber connectors [2].
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Figure 5.8: Typical spectrum of the mode-locked laser on linear scale under 130-mW pump [2].
2:1-ps FWHM pulse width assuming a hyperbolic-secant soliton pulse shape. Considering
the 2:2-nm 3-dB bandwidth, the TBP is calculated as 0.363, which is slightly larger than the
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transform-limit value 0.315. A 7-GHz fast InGaAs detector was used to measure the radio
frequency(RF) characteristics of the mode-locked operation. High resolution RF spectrum of
the graphene mode-locked pulse trains at the fundamental repetition rate is shown in Figure
5.10. The center frequency is 16:937MHz, which is consistent of the fundamental repetition
Figure 5.9: Intensity autocorrelation trace of GSA mode-locked TDF laser with soliton output
and the red line is the tted curve.
rate of the cavity. This conrms that one pulse is produced per round trip. The signal to
noise ratio (SNR) is as high as 50dB and the 3-dB width of the RF spectrum is sub the RF
resolution of 20Hz. Wide range RF spectrum from 0 to 2GHz is shown as the Figure 5.11.
These measurement results indicate low time jittering of the pulse trains. The average out-
put power from the 10% output port is measured as 1:41mW . Given 16:937-MHz repetition
rate, the per-pulse energy is about 80pJ . It also has been tested that this thulium-doped
ber laser is capable of long-term operation under mode-locked working mode.
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Figure 5.10: RF spectrum around the fundamental repletion rate.
Figure 5.11: RF spectrum from 0 to 2GHz.
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5.4 NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF MODE-LOCKED TDF LASER BY
GSA
GLE equation 3.56 is used to model our GSA-assisting mode-locked ring oscillator. 2 is the
ber's second order dispersion,  is the ber's nonlinearity, g = g0 exp( E=Esat) is the satu-
rated gain strength of the ber and T2 is the dipole relaxation time which decides the active
ber's gain spectrum width, in which we omit any birefringent eect in our demonstrated
all ber laser cavity. Table 5.1 lists the parameters of the bers and optical components we
used in our simulation.
Table 5.1: Fibers' and optical components' parameters used in simulation
Parts Length(m) 2(ps
2=km) (W 1km 1) Loss(dB)
SMF-28e 11.5 -67 1 -
TDF 0.35 -12 2 -
WDM - - - 0.46
Isolator - - - 0.96
Output coupler - - - 0.46
Parts Gain width(nm) g0(dB=m) ESAT (nJ) Loss(dB)
TDF 40 30 0.1 -
To closely resemble and simulate the passive mode-locking by lab-fabricated GSA, the
GSA's transmittance T in response with light intensity I at 1:9m is modeled as a nonlinear
curve as shown in Formula 5.1, and four involved coecients ABCD are extracted from the
characterized data as shown above in Figure 5.6.
T (I) =
A
1 +Be CI +D (5.1)
for which A = 0:037; B = 100; C = 410 3area=W andD = 0:623. We numerically solve
GLE equation by split-step Fourier propagation method combined with fourth order Runge-
Kutta. Initially, a relatively long ripple of small intensity is introduced into the cavity to
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simulate weak noise and then this noise periodically propagates and interacts with all the
components in the cavity as governed basically by GLE equation.
Figure 5.12: Simulated pulse temporal evolution for soliton generation by fabricated GSA.
Figure 5.13: Spectrum of the generated soliton (solid) and initial noise (dashed) (left)and phase
of the generated soliton(right) by simulation.
The simulated results are demonstrated as follows. Figure 5.12 is the temporal evolu-
tion as the initial light propagates; as seen, stable self-consistent mode-locked pulses are
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produced after about 100 simulated round trips. In the left of Figure 5.13, the solid curve
is the spectrum of the simulated stable GSA mode-lock soliton pulse and the dashed line
is the spectrum of the initial 4-ps Gaussian pulse. The right of Figure 5.13 tell the phase
information of the generated pulse and we can see there is no signicant chirping under the
envelope of the generated pulse, which agrees with our experimental observation of almost
transform-limit pulse generation from the auto-correlation measurement results.
5.5 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this above section, we integrate graphene with ber optics for ultra-short pulse generation
and demonstrate a 2-m all-ber GSA passively mode-locked TDF ring oscillator. The GSA
is fabricated by optically depositing few layers graphene micro-sheets onto the core area of
the single mode ber's end tip. The typical nonlinear transmittance curve of the fabricated
graphene saturable absorber at 2m is also characterized and simulation by numerically
solving nonlinear GLE equation for ultra-short pulse generation is demonstrated which agrees
with our experimental observations.
Numerical simulation also reveals highly chirped dissipative pulses with larger pulse
energy could also be supported and produced by GSAs if dispersion control is brought
into cavity. However, it is found from our experiments the GSAs fabricated by the optical
deposition methods in Section 5.2 suers from a relatively low damage threshold and they
tends lose saturable absorbing functionality under high pump power, which makes them not
suitable for high-energy dissipative pulse generation by implicating dispersion management
inside laser cavity. Other fabrication mothers to obtain graphene-based SAs with higher
damage threshold need to be addressed in future studies.
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6.0 MODE-LOCKED TDF LASER BY SWCNTs AT NORMAL
DISPERSION
The 1-D multi-wall and single-wall carbon nanotubes(CNTs) were discovered by S. Iijima
in 1991 [97] and 1993[98] respectively. Like single-layer and few-layer graphene, CNTs as
the 1-D rolled graphene with unique band structure also show to exhibit optical saturable
absorbing properties under intense light excitation and has been studied and successfully
mode-locked dierent lasers at various wavelengths [99, 100, 57]. Figure 6.1A is the SWC-
NTs formed by rolling single-layer graphene sheet.Like graphene, SWCNTs also exhibit wide
saturable absorption bandwidth, which makes it in favor suitable for mid-IR ultrafast pho-
tonic applications at 2m and beyond [101]. Particularly, recent studies also reveal that
SWCNTs has higher optical damage threshold than some other SAs [74]. This trait makes
SWCNTs an excellent candidate for ultrafast ber laser with high pulse energy. SWCNTs
based SAs have been reported to successfully generate dissipative solitons for 1-m and
1:5-m ber lasers respectively [57, 102, 103].
In this chapter, we demonstrate a 1:9-m passively mode-locked dissipative TDF ring
oscillator by using optically deposited SWCNTs on the ber end tip as the saturable absorber
(SA). Carefully selected segments of special ber of measured normal dispersion (NDF) is
added to the cavity to compensate the anomalous dispersion from other bers and create
net normal dispersion in the cavity at 1:9m.
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Figure 6.1: (A)Single-wall carbon nanotube, (B)The forming of SWCNT by folding a graphene
sheet, and the chirality vector Ch is (5, 2) [3].
6.1 PRINCIPAL OF MODE-LOCKING BY SWCNTs AND ITS
APPLICATIONS IN FIBER LASERS
CNTs are usually divided into two classes, multi-wall and single-wall ones, depending on the
number of graphene layers that the CNTs is formed by rolling. However, in most cases, only
the SWCNTs are used for photonic and electric applications. An interesting and important
electric property of SWCNTs has been revealed by research that is SWCNTs can be either
metallic or a semiconductor, solely depending the direction or vector along which graphene is
rolled up to form SWCNTs or so-called chirality vector Ch(n;m) [104, 105, 106]. If n m =
3k (k is an integer), it is metallic CNT that is formed, and n  m 6= 3k for semiconducting
CNTs. Figure 6.1B demonstrates the forming of metallic SWCNT by folding a graphene
sheet whose chirality vector Ch(n;m) is (5, 2). Also the diameter of the formed CNTs is
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expressed as:
d =
a

p
n2 + nm+m2 where a = 0:246nm (6.1)
For semiconducting CNTs, their bandgaps are dependent on the size of tube diameter [107].
The typical diameter of the formed semiconducting CNTs is 0.7-1.5nm and correspondingly
the bandgap energy is 1.2-0.5eV or 1-2m in wavelength, and this range happens to overlap
with the emission from rare-earth doped bers which makes them suitable for many ber-
based photonic applications. Also nowadays for most reported and commonly used CNTs
fabrication methods, it is not possible to control SWCNTs' growth chirality vector, so the
product always contains CNTs of dierent types and various sizes and hence extends the
application optical bandwidth of these mixed CNTs of various sizes to several hundred
nanometers wide. Moreover, aligned SWCNTs shows polarization dependence [108], however
the SWCNTs that we used to fabricate SA are randomly oriented on the ber endtip, so no
polarization dependence has been considered and observed for our case. Like in Figure 6.2A,
SWCNTs has optical absorption between two energy level in conduction and valence bands.
Figure 6.2: Optical absorption and saturable absorption in SWCNTs.
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However, under intense excitation by light within band, the possible state at the conduction
and valence bands are fully occupied, the absorption is thus saturated as seen in 6.2B. The
recovery time of these transitions in SWCNTs are very fast, 1ps for E11 transition and
100fs for E22 transition as reported [109].
6.2 ALL-FIBER THULIUM-DOPED FIBER RING LASER WITH
DISSIPATIVE SOLITON AND NOISE-LIKE OUTPUT IN NORMAL
DISPERSION BY SWCNTs
As discussed so far, early mode-locked TDF ber lasers were operated in soliton regime
[24, 56, 57, 58]. The pulse energy of mode-locked ber lasers were limited by the nonlinearity
of construction bers. More recently, by implementing normal-dispersion ber cavity, ber
lasers operated in dissipative soliton regimes have also been demonstrated. In contrast to
conservative solitons, dissipative solitons produced from normal-dispersion ber lasers have
demonstrated much higher pulse energy by allowing strongly chirped pulses to circulate
in the oscillator, which suppresses the side eects from the intra-cavity nonlinearity that
tends to destabilize and break down pulses [17]. For mode-locked TDF ber laser with high
pulse energy dissipative pulse output around 2m wavelength, Gumenyuk reported the rst
mode-locked TDF laser with net normal dispersion in the cavity [110]. This was achieved
by introducing a highly chirped ber Bragg grating(FBG) at 2-m into the ber cavity.
The mode-locked operation was realized using a wavelength-specic SESAM. Haxsen and et
al. also reported a hybrid mode-locked ber conguration by a combination of SESAM and
NPE mechanisms for which normal dispersion ber was used to create net normal intra-cavity
dispersion [111].
In this part, we demonstrate a 1.9-m passively mode-locked TDF ring oscillator with
large net normal dispersion to produce both dissipative soliton and noise-like outputs. The
mode-locked operation was enabled by using optically deposited SWCNTs on the ber end
tip as the saturable absorber. Dissipative soliton produced by the ber laser oscillator was
centered at 1947nm with 4:1-nm FWHM bandwidth. To our best knowledge, this is rst all-
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ber dispersion-managed mode-locked TDF ring oscillator enabled by SWCNTs in normal
dispersion.
Since most of silica bers take anomalous dispersion around 1.9-2.0m, carefully selected
segments of dispersion engineered UHNA ber with normal dispersion were added to the
cavity to over compensate the anomalous dispersion from other bers and create large net
normal dispersion in the cavity at 1.9m. As discussed in Chapter 2, the dispersion of
single-mode ber can be considered as the sum of material's dispersion and waveguide's
dispersion, for which the waveguide's dispersion is determined by the ber's geometry and
refractive index prole. By reducing the core diameter and increasing NA, the zero dispersion
wavelength of the ber can be pushed towards the longer wavelength [30]. The core diameter
of normal dispersion ber (NDF) we used is 2.2m and the NA is 0.35(Nufern UHNA4).
A white-light interferometry technique [65] was employed to measure the ber's dispersion
like shown in Figure 2.9, for which Tm-doped ber spontaneous emission is used as the light
source. Figure 2.10 shows the measured interference pattern and the tting results. The
dispersion of the normal-dispersion ber is measured to be 93ps2=km at 1.9m. Using the
same method, the anomalous dispersion of the SMF-28e ber at 1:9m was measured to be
 67ps2=km like in Figure 2.11. The dispersion of the Tm-doped active ber used in the
experiment was estimated to be  12ps2=km.
The method used to fabricate our SWCNTs SAs is described as follows. 0:2mg=ml
SWCNTs (Sigma-Aldrich) solution was developed by dispersing into N-dimethylformaminde
solvent and ultrasonically bathed for 2 hours at room temperature. The dispersed SWCNTs
were then optically deposited onto the end tip of angle-cut single mode ber by an optical
trapping method described in Ref. [96]. In this approach, a 100-mW 1550-nm EDFA spon-
taneous light source was used to optically trap SWCNTs onto the ber tip in a similar set-up
as depicted in Figure 5.5 . An enhanced back-reection can be registered by an optical spec-
trum analyzer when the SWCNTs were successfully deposited. The SWCNTs end-coated
ber was then connected with a ber patch cord using a bare ber connector and a mating
sleeve and thus completed the SWCNTs SA fabrication.
The fabricated SWCNTs SA is inserted into an all-ber ring cavity as illustrated in
Figure 6.3. The active ber is 100-cm long single mode TDF with 5-m core diameter and
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Figure 6.3: Scheme of the TDF ring cavity, based on fabricated SWCNTs SA [4].
0.23 NA. Two 1550-nm=1900-nm WDM couplers are used to couple pump light into the
cavity. The amplied spontaneous emission from an erbium-doped ber ampliers fusion
spliced to WDM provides forward and backward pumping simultaneously. A polarization
insensitive isolator with 10% insertion loss and over 35-dB isolation at 2-m wavelength is
fusion spliced into the cavity and thus enforces a counterclockwise unidirectional ring. Part
of the intra-cavity energy is coupled out through a 3-dB output coupler. 1% of the output is
picked by a fast detector (EOTECH ET-5010F) for oscilloscope and RF analysis. Another
isolator for 2-m wavelength is also fusion spliced to output port to suppress back reection
into the cavity. An in-line polarization controller (PC) is included to nely tune the intra-
cavity polarization state as for the consideration to balance the intrinsic weak birefringence
of the included single mode bers. No extra optical lter is added into the ring cavity. The
Tm-doped ber itself provides the spectral ltering and keeps the pulses self-consistent while
circulating the cavity. In total there is about 6m of SMF-28e pigtail ber in the laser cavity.
The length of the NDF included in the cavity is 22m. The net dispersion in the cavity is
calculated as 1:63ps2. The small amount of dispersion due to the optical isolator can be
neglected.
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Figure 6.4: Typical spectrum of ber laser under noise-like operation [4].
Figure 6.5: Pulse train on oscilloscope for ber laser under noise-like operation [4].
Mode-locked operation is self-started as the pump ramps up to 650mW . An output
spectrum shown in Figure 6.4 reveals a FWHM bandwidth of 5:1nm laser pulse output.
Figure 6.5 shows pulse trains produced by the ber oscillator measured by an oscilloscope.
The pulse width determined by a custom-built intensity autocorrelator shown in Figure 6.6.
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Up conversion signal from a long scanning range of over 500-ps reveals a coherence spike on
the zero time-delay over a wide pedestal. This indicates that the laser operates under the
NL regime [112, 68]. Results shown in Figure 6.6 suggest a bunch of ultra-short pulses
Figure 6.6: Intensity autocorrelation for ber laser under noise-like operation [4].
Figure 6.7: RF spectrum at fundamental repetition rate for ber laser under noise-like operation
[4].
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with randomly varying pulse width and peak power are generated within an envelope of
over 300 picoseconds. Figure 6.7 is the RF spectrum (measured by Agilent E4411B) of
the NL pulses at the fundamental repetition rate; two wide side lobes and low SNR are
indicative of the inherent jittering of NL operation. The output power was measured as
8:5mW which corresponds to 1:27-nJ per noise like pulse bundle. It is also conrmed the
NL pulses produced by the laser cavity cannot be signicantly compressed by propagating
through negative dispersion compensating media.
Figure 6.8: Typical spectrum of ber laser under dissipative soliton operation [4].
By reducing the pump power down to 605mW , stable CW mode-locked pulses with
signicantly dierent characteristics were also observed. Figure 6.8 shows a typical optical
spectrum of the stable mode-locked output with a resolution of 0:1nm on a linear scale. "Cat-
ear" like spectrum with steep rising and falling edges are observed, which is indicative of the
dissipative soliton operation in normal dispersion of the laser [17]. The central wavelength
locates at 1947nm and the 3-dB spectral width is about 4:6nm. Figure 6.9 is the RF spectrum
of the dissipative soliton output at the fundamental repetition rate. The SNR is as high as
46dB, this is comparable to Er-doped mode-lock ber laser enabled by SWCNT [96]. It is
indicative of stable operation and low jittering of the pulse trains. Figure 6.10 shows the
autocorrelation trace of the produced pulses directly from the cavity. Assuming a Gaussian
prole, it yields a pulse duration of 47ps. Combined with the 4:1-nm bandwidth, the TBP
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Figure 6.9: RF spectrum at fundamental repetition rate for ber laser under dissipative soliton
operation [4].
Figure 6.10: Intensity autocorrelation for ber laser under dissipative soliton operation [4].
is calculated as 15:21. This is over 30 times of the transform limit 0.44, which suggests that
the pulse is strongly chirped. The RF spectrum shown in Figure 6.9 also conrms only one
pulse is generated per round trip. Figure 6.11 shows the pulses compression after propagating
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Figure 6.11: Autocorrelation of the compressed pulse after 180-m SMF-28e and Gaussian tting
for dissipative soliton output [4].
180-m SMF-28e ber outside the cavity. The chirped pulses are compressed to 2:3ps. The
average output power from the 50% output port is measured as 3mW under 605-mW pump.
Given 6:71-MHz repetition rate, the per-pulse energy is about 0:45-nJ for the dissipative
soliton pulses in normal dispersion. This value is about 4 times greater than that of the
soliton pulse enabled by SWCNTs SA [57]. The stability of the ber laser was also tested.
The ber laser is capable of several hours' continuous operation under both mode-locked
regimes. We intermittently tested the laser over a period of 2 months, consistent operational
performance has also been conrmed.
6.3 NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF MODE-LOCKED FIBERS BY
SWCNTs
Again we use GLE equation 3.56 to simulate our SWCNTs SA assisted mode-locked ber
laser's behaviors. The two dierences here from the simulation we did in Section 5.4 are:
the inclusion of extra NDF in ber cavity and the nonlinear transmittance curve for the lab-
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fabricated SWCNT SA at 1:9m, for which the rst can be simply realized by additionally
including a certain length of NDF ber of specic normal GVD 2 and the saturation prop-
erties of the fabricated SWCNTs SA need to be addressed. It was reported that SWCNTs
SA has similar nonlinear saturation properties to the SESAMs. For example, the saturation
curve at 1550nm for 1-m thick puried SWCNTs sandwiched by two quartz plates has
been characterized by using a mode-locked erbium ber laser as the excitation source [113].
The saturation intensity for their fabricated SWCNTs SA was estimated as Is12:5MW=cm2
and this value is very comparable to that of commonly used SESAMs [73]. The recovery
lifetime of SWCNTs has also been measured by using a pump-probe setup and the measured
recovery lifetime was in the order of 500fs [114, 115]. The real saturation intensity of the
fabricated SWCNTs SA also shows to depend on the CNT material's quality (chirality dis-
tribution and purity) and the method used for fabrication. But the fast recovery lifetime of
SWCNTs does not seem to vary signicantly for dierent SWCNTs SAs.
As discussed above, the SCWCNTs SA shows similar saturable absorbtion with semiconductor-
based SA, and thus a simple two-level saturable absorber model developed and commonly
employed to model SESAMs as shown in Equation 6.2 [116] is used to simulate the loss as
a function of the light intensity for our lab-fabricated SWCNTs SA in my codes.
(I) = non +
s
1 + I=Is
(6.2)
The loss due the fabricated SWCNTs SA is considered as the sum of two parts non and s.
non is the unsaturable loss of our fabricated SWCNTs SA in which the coupling loss is also
included; s is saturable loss which varies over light powers. It can be seen that the total
loss  saturates to non as the light intensity goes up to innity. The value of s is set to be
1% to 2% and non is 33% according to our experimental observations. In our simulation,
it is also found there is a relatively wide range of saturation intensity (10-1000MW=cm2)
that we can select and set the saturation intensity Is of our fabricated SWCNTs SA at for
the realization of stable dissipative soliton mode-locking at 1:9-m wavelength. Figure 6.12
shows a typical simulated absorption curve as a function of light intensity for which s = 1%,
non = 33%, Is = 100MW=cm
2 and the ber mode area is estimated as 100m2.
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Besides SWCNTs SA, Table 6.1 lists the typical parameters of the bers and optical
components we used in our simulation. Some things need to specially point out about the
Table 6.1: Fibers' and optical components' parameters used in simulation
Parts Length(m) 2(ps
2=km) (W 1km 1) Loss(dB)
SMF-28e 6 -67 1 0.05
TDF 1 -12 2 -
NDF 22 93 3 0.4
WDM - - - 0.46
Isolator - - - 0.96
Output coupler - - - 3
Parts Gain width(nm) g0(dB=m) ESAT (nJ) Loss(dB)
TDF 40 40 6 -
numbers listed in Table 6.1.One is the ber loss of NDF. As the core is reduced to 2.2m in
diameter, the transmission loss as 1.9-m light travels in NDF is a lot greater than that in
standard single-mode ber and this loss can not be neglected in simulation any more. The
average loss of NDF is estimated as 0.4dB=m which also take the loss due to fusion splicing
with other ber of dierent core size into account. The nonlinearity  of NDF is estimated as
3W 1km 1 which is greater than that of SMF-28e as a result of the reduced core size. Even
though gain bandwidth of silicate TDF is over 100nm wide, in simulation the FWHM gain
bandwidth is limited to 40nm and this is because the designed working bandwidth for most
the ber couplers and the isolator is only tens of nanometers wide centered about 1950nm.
Following the procedures and numerical methods mentioned in Chapter 2, the simu-
lated results for dissipative pulse generation by fabricated SWCNTs SA at net normal cavity
dispersion are demonstrated as follows. Figure 6.13 shows the simulated mode-locked dissi-
pative pulse building up from noise over 200 round trips in time domain. The pulse quickly
converges to a stable solution allowed by the designated cavity after about 100 rounds,
however for which this number also depends inial noise pulse shape we inject into cavity.
Correspondingly, Figure 6.14 shows the spectral evolution as the dissipative pulses are build-
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Figure 6.12: A typical simulated absorption curve as a function of light intensity for which s = 1%,
non = 33%, Is = 100MW=cm
2 and the ber mode area is estimated as 100m2.
ing up. Normalized temporal, spectral and chirping proles for the inial Gaussian shaped
pulse(blue) and the nalized converged dissipative pulse(red) are simultaneously depicted
in Figure 6.15 for a clear comparison. Temporally, the nalized stable solution exhibits
Gaussian-like pulse shape and FWHM width 50ps is very comparable to our experimental
obtained value 47ps. Spectrally, the nalized pulse with "car-ear" spectrum also agrees with
our experimental observation. Within the pulse envelope, the pulse is of normal chirping,
which indicates it can be further compressed close to its transform limit by propagating
through optical medium of anomalous dispersion. The obtained pulse energy from the sim-
ulation is 0:71nJ which also at the same order of experimental value 0:45nJ .
6.4 SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND PROPOSED WORKS
To summarize, in this chapter an all-ber SWCNTs SA mode-locked TDF laser ring oscillator
in normal dispersion is demonstrated, for which the SWCNTs SA is fabricated by an ecient
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Figure 6.13: Simulated mode-locked dissipative pulse building up from noise over 200 round trips
inside a designated ber ring cavity in time domain.
optical deposition method and UHNA NDF ber is introduced to create the net normal
dispersion in ber cavity. The pulse energy is boosted by 4 times in comparison to that for
the soliton pulse. Numerical model for the designated ber laser has also been established
and successfully resembled mode-locking behaviors in both time and spectral domains.
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Figure 6.14: Simulated spectral evolution for mode-locked dissipative pulse building up from noise
over 200 round trips inside a designated ber ring cavity.
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Figure 6.15: Normalized temporal, spectral and chirping proles for the inial Gaussian shaped
pulse(blue) and the nalized converged dissipative pulse(red). 0 = 2ps; 0 = 1950nm
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSED FUTURE WORKS
7.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In previous chapters, we have demonstrated the realization of all-ber mode-locked TDF
laser at 2m by three dierent congurations, for which dierent mode-locking mechanisms
or materials including NPE, GSAs and SWCNTs SAs are used to passively initialize the
mode-locking and produce mode-locked short pulses. Each of them is studied and optimized;
numerical simulation codes are also built to resemble our experimental observations.
However, this research eld of mode-locked TDF ber laser at 2m still holds many
aspects that demands further research eorts, nevertheless the challenges. Based on our
preliminary successful work to date, there are several key technical challenges that remain to
be solved. The rst in we gure out the pulse energy we have achieve is still low. Focusing
on the mode-locked oscillators we demonstrated, the highest non-breaking per-pulse energy
is 0.45nJ which is produced from the dissipative soliton output by SWCNTs. Experiments
and inoculations reveal that this limitation is mainly due to the unwanted anomalous GVD
of the TDF and the excessive loss and nonlinearity from the UHNA NDF we introduced
to control the total dispersion in ber ring cavity. To solve these issues, it requires ber
manufacturers to redesign the TDF and optimize ber manufacturing processes in order to
control ber's dispersion and reduce the transmittance loss at 2m. For example, spirally
coupled core bers with larger core area and weaker nonlinearity have been seen and applied
for high energy mode-lock ber lasers at other wavelengths [117, 118, 119]. Regarding future
applications of mode-locked 2m TDF lasers, if we get sucient per-pulse energy out of
these ber lasers after amplication e.g. > 5nJ based on simulation results, they can be used
for many applications such as mid-IR supercontinuum generation via nonlinear conversion
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processes by utilizing specialty glass or glass ber e.g. chalcogenide and telluride and these
ber lasers will also be useful for high resolution chemical sensing, laser ablations and many
more.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF ACRONYMS
ASE Amplied Spontaneous Emission
CARS Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy
CGLE Coupled Ginzburg-Landau Equation
CNLSE Coupled Nonlinear Schr}odinger Equation
CNT Carbon Nano Tubes
CW Continuous Wave
dB Decibel
DMF N-dimethylformaminde
EDFA Erbium Doped Fiber Amplier
FBG Fiber Bragg Grating
FFT Fast Fourier Transformation
FUT Fiber Under Test
FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum
FWM Four-Wave Mixing
GLE Ginzburg-Landau Equation
GSA Graphene-based Saturable Asbsorber
GVD Group Velocity Dispersion
HMIF 1-hexyl-3-methyl-imidazolium hexauorophosphate
IR Infrared
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KLM Kerr Lens Mode-locking
LIDAR Light Detection and Ranging
LMA Large Mode Area
NA Numerical Aperture
NDF Normal Dispersion Fiber
NL Noise Like
NLSE Nonlinear Schr}odinger Equation
NPE Nonlinear Polarization Evolution
OSA Optical Spectrum Analyzer
PC Polarization Controler
RF Radio Frequency
RK4 Runge-Kutta 4th Order
SA Saturable Absorber
SESAM Semiconductor Saturable Absorber Mirror
SMF Single Mode Fiber
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
SWCNT Single-wall Carbon Nanotube
TBP Time Bandwidth Product
TOD Third Order Dispersion
UHNA Ultra High Numerical Aperture
WDM Wavelength Division Multiplexing
XPM Cross Phase Modulation
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF NONLINEAR SCHRODINGER EQUATION
In general, analytical solutions to the wave propagation equation 3.16 do not exist and it is
even extremely dicult or impossible to directly solve 3.16 by any numerical method due
to the dimensionality of the problem. To solve that, some assumptions and approximations
must be made and in this way an approximate scalar form of 3.16 i.e. Nonlinear Schrodinger
Equation can be derived and used. These assumptions and approximations include: nonlin-
ear eects are really weak and PNL is treated as a small perturbation term compared to PLN ;
the optical eld is quasi-monochromatic that is the pulse spectral width ! is much much
smaller than the center frequency !0 (!!0) and the light polarization does not alter over
a length of ber in order to apply a scalar approach. The last assumption is actually relaxed
in our simulation to model mode-locking ber laser via NPE by solving CNLSEs.
Adopting a slowly varying envelope approximation, we can separate the rapidly varying
part of the electric eld by writing it in the form of
E(r; t) =
1
2
x^ [E(r; t) exp( i!0t) + E(r; t) exp(i!0t)] (B.1)
where textbfE(r; t) is the slowly varying pulse envelope.
Linear and nonlinear polarization responses PLN and PNL can also be written in a similar
form as follows
PLN(r; t) =
1
2
x^ [PLN(r; t) exp( i!0t) + PLN (r; t) exp(i!0t)] (B.2)
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PNL(r; t) =
1
2
x^ [PNL(r; t) exp( i!0t) + PNL(r; t) exp(i!0t)] (B.3)
Substituting B.1, B.2 and B.3 into 3.16 and applying Fourier transformation onto its two
sides where PLN and PNL are expressed with their relation to E, the aftermath obtained
equation will be of a Helmholtz form
r2 ~E + "(!)k20 ~E = 0 (B.4)
where ~E is the Fourier transform of E(r; t), dened as
~E(r; !   !0) =
Z 1
 1
E(r; t) exp[i(!   !0)t]dt (B.5)
and
"(!) = 1 + ~(1)xx (!) + "NL (B.6)
where "NL is treated as a constant under the slowly varying envelope approximation and
"NL =
3
4

(3)
xxxxjE(r; t)j2.
Helmholtz equation B.4 can be solved by using variable separation method
~E(r; !   !0) = F (x; y) ~A(z; !   !0) exp(i0z) (B.7)
where ~A(z; !   !0) is a slowly varying function of z and we get two equations
@2F
@x2
+
@2F
@y2
+ ["(!)k20   ~2]F = 0 (B.8)
2i0
@ ~A
@z
+ (~2   20) ~A = 0 (B.9)
and 0 is the wave number to be determined.
Equation B.8 can be solved by rst-order perturbation theory and the eigenvalue ~0 is
found as
~(!) = (!) + (!); (B.10)
where
(!) =
!2n(!)
c2(!)
RR
n(!)jF (x; y)j2dxdyRR jF (x; y)j2dxdy (B.11)
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and
n = n2jEj2 + i~a
2k0
: (B.12)
As a result, Equation B.9 is written as
@ ~A
@z
= i[(!) + (!)  0] ~A (B.13)
where we have approximated ~2   20 by 20( ~   0). Expanding (!) and (!) around
carrier frequency !0 in Taylor series as
(!) = 0 + (!   !0)1 + 1
2
(!   !0)22 + 1
6
(!   !0)33 +    ; (B.14)
(!) = 0 + (!   !0)1 + 1
2
(!   !0)22 + 1
6
(!   !0)33 +    ; (B.15)
and omitting some high order terms, Equation B.13 comes to
@A
@z
+ 1
@A
@t
+
i2
2
@2A
@t2
  3
6
@3A
@t3
= i0A (B.16)
after converting back to time domain and
0 =

2
+ i(!0)jAj2: (B.17)
Now we derive NLSE of the form
@A
@z
+ 1
@A
@t
+
i2
2
@2A
@t2
  3
6
@3A
@t3
+

2
A = i(!0)jAj2 (B.18)
where ber's nonlinear parameter  is dened as
(!0) =
n2(!0)!0
cAe
: (B.19)
Ae is referred as the eective mode area and is dened as
Ae =
RR jF (x; y)j2dxdy2RR jF (x; y)j4dxdy : (B.20)
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APPENDIX C
MATLAB CODES FOR PULSE PROPAGATION IN SINGLE MODE FIBER
BY SPLIT-STEP FOURIER METHOD
The following Matlab codes are written to simulate the pulse propagation in single mode
ber ring cavity by solving the NLS equation using split-step Fourier method. Components
simulated to consist of the ber ring cavity includes passive ber, active gain ber, output
couplers and articial saturable absorbers. However this simulation model we have developed
here are also very expandable and capable to integrate with new ber optical components
like FBGs, spectral lters, frequency modulators and many more by applying and interacting
with pulse signals in either time or frequency domain.
%Main loop to simulate pulse propagation inside fiber loop cavity, and codes
for the GUI control callbacks are hidden.
function varargout = project GUI 06 06(varargin)
% PROJECT GUI 06 06, by itself, creates a new PROJECT GUI 06 06 or raises
the existing
% singleton*.
%
% H = PROJECT GUI 06 06 returns the handle to a new PROJECT GUI 06 06 or
the handle to
% the existing singleton*.
%
% PROJECT GUI 06 06('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the
local
% function named CALLBACK in PROJECT GUI 06 06.M with the given input
arguments.
%
% PROJECT GUI 06 06('Property','Value',...) creates a new
PROJECT GUI 06 06 or raises the
% existing singleton*. Starting from the left, property value pairs are
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% applied to the GUI before project GUI 06 06 OpeningFcn gets called. An
% unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application
% stop. All inputs are passed to project GUI 06 06 OpeningFcn via
varargin.
%
% *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu. Choose "GUI allows only one
% instance to run (singleton)".
%
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES
function pushbutton2 Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton2 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
fs=str2num(get(handles.fs,'string'));%sampling rate within time scale of T0
windowsize=str2num(get(handles.windowsize,'string'));%window size in term of
time scale T0
N=fs*windowsize;%number of points
lamda0=str2double(get(handles.lamda0,'string'));%center wavelength in nm
fiberlength=str2double(get(handles.fiberlength,'string'));% fiber length in
meter
fiberloss=str2double(get(handles.fiberloss,'string'));%fiber loss in dB/m
beta2=str2double(get(handles.beta2,'string'));%fiber second order dispersion
in picosecondˆ2/kilometer
beta3=str2double(get(handles.beta3,'string'));%TOD in picosecondˆ3/kilometer
gamma=str2double(get(handles.gamma,'string'));%nonlinearity in /(W-km)
gfiberlength=str2double(get(handles.gfiberlength,'string'));% fiber length in
meter
gfiberloss=str2double(get(handles.gfiberloss,'string'));%fiber loss in dB/m
gbeta2=str2double(get(handles.gbeta2,'string'));%fiber second order dispersion
in picosecondˆ2/kilometer
gbeta3=str2double(get(handles.gbeta3,'string'));%TOD in picosecondˆ3/kilometer
ggamma=str2double(get(handles.ggamma,'string'));%nonlinearity in /(W-km)
gainstrength=str2double(get(handles.gainstrength,'string')); %amplification
gain in dB/m
gainbandwidth=str2double(get(handles.gainbandwidth,'string'));%gainband FWHM
energysat=str2double(get(handles.energysat,'string'));%gain saturated pulse
energy in nJ
Isa=str2double(get(handles.Isa,'string'));%W
energy tempstring=num2str(0);
set(handles.energy temp,'string',energy tempstring);
tau=(0:1/fs:windowsize-1/fs)-(windowsize)/2;
omega=2*pi*fftshift(([1:N]-1-N/2)*fs/N);
if m~=0
u=1*exp(-0.5*(1+1i*C)*tau.ˆ(2*m));%incidient pulse
else
u=n*sech(tau).*exp(-.5*1i*C*tau.ˆ2);
end
roundtrips=str2num(get(handles.roundtrips,'string'));
envelope=zeros(roundtrips+1,N);
envelope(1,:)=u;
for jj=1:roundtrips
u=GAINFIBER(u, gfiberlength, gfiberloss, gbeta2, gbeta3, ggamma, lamda0,
gainstrength, gainbandwidth, energysat, fs, windowsize);
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u=PASSIVEFIBER(u, fiberlength/2, fiberloss, beta2, beta3, gamma, lamda0,
fs, windowsize);
envelope(jj+1,:)=u;
u=0.7*SA2(u,Isa);
u=PASSIVEFIBER(u, fiberlength/2, fiberloss, beta2, beta3, gamma, lamda0,
fs, windowsize);
jjstring=num2str(jj);
set(handles.jj,'string',jjstring);
pause(0.001);
end
%Passive fiber with loss, GVD, TOD, SPM and Raman response(simplified model).
function envelope=PASSIVEFIBER(u, fiberlength, fiberloss, beta2, beta3, gamma,
lamda0, fs, windowsize)
% fiberlength in meter fiber loss in dB/m, beta2 fiber second order dispersion
in picosecondˆ2/kilometer, beta3 TOD in picosecondˆ3/kilometer, gamma
nonlinearity in /(W-km), lamda0 wavelength in nm.
Ld=T0ˆ2/abs(beta2);%dispersion length in meter
fiberloss=fiberloss*Ld; %fiber loss in /Ld
fiberlength=fiberlength/Ld;%fiber length in dispersion length
signofbeta2=sign(beta2);
Ln=1000/gamma/p0;%nonliear length in meters
NN=Ld/Ln;
step num=ceil(100*fiberlength*Ld)*ceil(NN+0.001);% step numbers in spacial
domain, 100*NN steps per meter
ddz=fiberlength/step num;%step length in term of disperion length
spetra temp=ifft(u);
energy temp=spetra temp*spetra temp'*windowsize*T0*p0;%pulse energy
N=fs*windowsize;
omega=2*pi*fftshift(([1:N]-1-N/2)*fs/N); %angular frequency
dispersion=exp(1i*0.5*signofbeta2*omega.ˆ2*ddz+1i*beta3/beta2/T0/6*omega.ˆ3*
ddz);% second order dispersion &third order dispersion induced phase
change in frequency domain
hhz=1i*NN*ddz;
u=u.*exp(abs(u).ˆ2.*hhz/2);
indexingtriger=0.000;
mark=0.1*fiberlength;%save file for every mark length in Ld
envelope=[];
spectra=[];
energy=[];
dz=ddz;
for flag = 1:step num
dispersion=exp(1i*0.5*signofbeta2*omega.ˆ2*dz+1i*beta3/beta2/T0/6*omega.ˆ3*
dz);
lossgain=exp((-fiberloss)/2.*dz);
spetra temp=ifft(u).*dispersion.*lossgain;%add dispersion and amplification
onto frequency domain
u=fft(spetra temp);%back to time domain
hhz=1i*NN*dz;
k1=hhz*(abs(u).ˆ2);%.*(exp(-1*fiberloss*flag));
k2=hhz*(abs(u).ˆ2).*(abs(exp(k1./2)).ˆ2);%*exp(-1*fiberloss*(flag+0.5*dz));
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k3=hhz*(abs(u).ˆ2).*(abs(exp(k2./2)).ˆ2);%*exp(-1*fiberloss*(flag+0.5*dz));
k4=hhz*(abs(u).ˆ2).*(abs(exp(k3)).ˆ2);%.*exp(-1*fiberloss*(flag+dz));
u=u.*exp(k1/6+k2/3+k3/3+k4/6);%add nonlinear dispersion by RK4 method
%energy temp=spetra temp*spetra temp'*windowsize*T0*p0;%pulse energy
%energy temp=u*u'*T0/fs*p0;%pulse energy
%u=u.*exp(abs(u).ˆ2.*hhz);%non-RK
end
u=u.*exp(-1*abs(u).ˆ2.*hhz/2);
envelope=[envelope;u];
% Pulse's energy calculation
function y=GETENERGY(u,fs,windowsize)
T0=2000;
p0=5;
y=p0*sum(u.*conj(u),2)*T0/fs/1000000;
end
%Intensity modulation from saturable absorber
function envelope=SA2(u, Isa)
p0=5;
e=0.01;
I=Isa/5;
envelope=u.*((e+(abs(u)).ˆ2/I)./(1+(abs(u)).ˆ2/I)).ˆ0.5;% can be arbitrary
functions
end
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